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INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's (Board) September 24, 1997,

Prehearing Conference Order and 10 C.F.R. § 2.749 of the Commission's regulations, the staff of

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Staff) hereby moves the Board for summary disposition in its

favor of the authority issue as framed by the Board in its Prehearing Conference Order. For the

reasons set forth below, the Staff's motion should be granted.

* BACKGROUND

On May 15, 1996, the Staff issued a "Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil

Penalty--$7,500" (Notice of Violation) and a "Confirmatory Order Modifying License (Effective

Immediately)" to the Licensee that set forth two violations of NRC requirements and assessed a civil

penalty in the amount of $7,500.' The Licensee responded to the Notice of Violation in a Reply and

The violations were set forth as follows:

A. License No. 30-23697-OIE authorizes the licensee to distribute SRB Technologies, Inc.,
Model PRH-800/G/200 sealed light sources.

(continued...)
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an Answer, both dated October 1, 1996. On April 10, 1997, the Staff, taking into account the

Licensee's responses to the Notice of Violation, issued its "Order Imposing a Civil Monetary

Penalty" (Order) in the amount of $2,500 to the Licensee. 62 Fed. Reg. 19,816 (1997). On April 25,

1997, the Licensee requested a hearing on the Order, and on June 23, 1997, a Board was established

to preside in this proceeding. 62 Fed. Reg. 34,718 (1997).

On July 3, 1997, the Board issued a "Memorandum and Order (Initial Prehearing Order)"

(Order), which, among other things, directed the parties to submit a joint prehearing report

containing a statement outlining the central issues for litigation in the proceeding. Order at 6. The

Board provided that "[i]f the parties cannot agree on the wording or inclusion of any issue, the

statement should set forth that issue separately with a notation identifying the sponsoring party."

Order at 6. On August 5, 1997, the parties submitted a "Joint Prehearing Report," setting forth their

respective positions. In the Joint Prehearing Report, the Licensee specified seven issues, five of

which concerned the alleged lack of the Commission's authority over the Licensee's activities, and

two of which concerned the severity level and amount of the civil penalty assessed. Joint Prehearing

Report at 1-3. The Staff did not agree with the five issues pertaining to the Commission's authority

over the Licensee's activities.

On August 27, 1997, the Board held a prehearing conference to address the proposed issues

(... continued)
Contrary to the above, from June to August 1995, the licensee distributed tritium sealed light
sources from a manufacturer not authorized in the license.

B. License Condition 10 of License No. 30-23697-OIE authorizes the licensee to distribute
sealed light sources in specified gunsights and in specified configurations.

Contrary to the above, from July to September 1995, the licensee distributed tritium sealed
light sources in configurations not specified or otherwise authorized in the license.
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set forth in the Joint Prehearing Report. At the Prehearing Conference, the Staff asserted that the

issues concerning the agency's authority over the Licensee's activities were not appropriate for

litigation in this enforcement proceeding. Tr. 32-33; Prehearing Conference Order at 3. On

September 24, 1997, the Board issued a Prehearing Conference Order in which the Board, inter alia,

combined the Licensee's five issues pertaining to the agency's authority over the Licensee's

activities into a single issue and ordered the Staff to file a motion for summary disposition on that

issue. Prehearing Conference Order at 3. The Board directed that the Staff brief fully the position

that the NRC has authority over the Licensee's activities that the Staff asserted in the Appendix to

the April 10, 1997, Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty. Prehearing Conference Order at 3-4.

Further, the Board provided the Staff the opportunity to argue in its motion that the Licensee may

not raise the issue of the agency's authority over the Licensee's activities in this proceeding. 2

Prehearing Conference Order at 3. The Board directed the Staff to file its motion for summary

disposition on this issue by Friday, October 24, 1997.

DISCUSSION

I. Legal Standards for Summary Disposition

It is well settled that an agency may ordinarily dispense with an evidentiary hearing where

no genuine issue of material fact exists. Veg-Mix, Inc. v. U.S. Dep't of Agric., 832 F.2d 601, 607-

08 (D.C. Cir. 1987). Summary disposition is favored by the Commission as "an efficacious means

2 The Board provided, however, that should the Staff seek to pursue the argument that the

Licensee may not challenge the Commission's jurisdiction in this enforcement proceeding, the Staff
must explain why American Nuclear Corp., CLI-86-23, 24 NRC 704 (1986), is applicable here.
Prehearing Conference Order at n. 1. Further, the Board stated that the Staff should detail all other
agency cases that support its assertion that the issue of agency jurisdiction over the Licensee's
activities can only be raised in the context of rulemaking. Prehearing Conference Order at n. 1.
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of avoiding unnecessary and possibly time-consuming hearings on demonstrably insubstantial

issues." Wisconsin Elec. Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-696,

16 NRC 1245, 1263 (1982), (citation omitted).

Section 2.749 of the Commission's regulations provides that any party may move for a

decision by the presiding officer in that party's favor as to all or any part of the matters involved in

the proceeding. 10 C.F.R. § 2.749(a). Summary disposition is appropriate if the filings in the

proceeding, including depositions, statements of the parties, and affidavits, show that there is no

genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a decision as a matter

of law. 10 C.F.R. § 2.749(d). In general, the Commission, when considering motions for summary

disposition filed pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.749, applies the same standards that the Federal courts

use in determining motions for summary judgment under Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure. Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041), CLI-93-22,

38 NRC 98, 102 (1993). Rule 56 is analogous to section 2.749 of the Commission's regulations.

Id.

The party seeking summary judgment has the burden of proving the absence of genuine

issues of material fact. Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144, 157 (1970); Advanced Medical

Systems, Inc., 38 NRC at 102. In addition, the record is viewed in the light most favorable to the

party opposing the motion. Poller v. CBS, Inc., 368 U.S. 464, 473 (1962); Kerr-McGee Chemical

Corp. (West Chicago Rare Earths Facility), ALAB-944, 33 NRC 81, 144 (1991). However, if the

moving party makes a proper showing for summary disposition and the opposing party fails to show

that there is a genuine issue of material fact, the Board may summarily dispose of all of the matters
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before it on the basis of the filings in the proceeding, the statements of the parties, and affidavits. 3

Advanced Medical Systems, Inc., 38 NRC at 102; 10 C.F.R. § 2.749(d). In the instant proceeding,

for the reasons set forth below, there exists no genuine issue of material fact with respect to the issue

of the Commission's authority over the Licensee's activities, and, accordingly, the Staff is entitled

to a decision in its favor on this issue as a matter of law.

II. The Issue of the NRC's Authority Over the Licensee's Activities Is Not Appropriate for
Litigation in This Civil Penalty Proceeding

The Board framed the authority issue as:

whether the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, grants the NRC the authority
to impose and enforce conditions in a 10 C.F.R. Part 30 license concerning the
tritium source supplier and model of sealed light sources, the manufacturer and
model of the weapons on which the gunsights will be mounted, and the sealed source
configuration of the tritium luminous gunsights, authorized to be possessed and
distributed under the byproduct license.

3 When the party moving for summary disposition has carried its burden, the party opposing
the motion must set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of material fact.
10 C.F.R. § 2.749(b); Cleveland Elec. Illuminating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-841, 24 NRC 64, 93 (1986). General denials and bare assertions are not sufficient to
preclude summary disposition when the proponent has met its burden. Advanced Medical Systems,
Inc., 38 NRC at 102. Although the opposing party does not need to demonstrate that it will succeed
on the issues, it must at least demonstrate that a genuine issue of fact exists to be tried. Id.; Public
Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-92-8, 35 NRC 145, 154
(1992) (to avoid summary disposition, opposing party had to present contrary evidence that was so
significantly probative as to create a material issue of fact).

Section 2.749 of the Commission's regulations further requires that the moving party annex
to its motion a statement of those facts with respect to which it contends there is no genuine issue
to be heard. The opposing party must annex to its answer a statement of material facts as to which
it contends there does exist a genuine issue to be heard. 10 C.F.R. § 2.749(a). If the opposing party
fails to controvert the statement served by the moving party, all of the facts set forth in the statement
of the moving party will be deemed admitted. Id.; Advanced Medical Systems, Inc., 38 NRC at 102-
03; Rhodes-Sayre Associates, Inc., LBP-91-15, 33 NRC 268, 271 (1991). In addition, section 2.749
provides that when a movant for summary disposition has satisfied its burden and has supported its
motion with affidavits, a party opposing the motion must proffer countering evidence or an affidavit
explaining why it is impractical to do so. 10 C.F.R. § 2.749(b)-(c).
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Prehearing Conference Order at 2. For the reasons set forth below, this issue is not appropriate for

litigation in this enforcement proceeding.

A. Once a License is Issued, a Licensee is Not Free to Disregard its Terms

The Commission considers compliance with the terms of one's license to be a fundamental

obligation on the part of its licensees. To this end, the Commission has long held that, "[o]ur

regulations require meticulous attention to detail to assure adequate protection of the public health

and safety." X-Ray Engineering Co., 1 AEC 553, 555 (1960). See Randall C. Orem, D.O.,

CLI-93-14, 37 NRC 423, 427 (1993) (Commission underscores the importance of a materials

licensee providing accurate information to the Commission); Hamlin Testing Laboratories, Inc.

2 AEC 423,428 (1964) (Commission insists on candor and compliance in order to discharge its own

responsibility for public health and safety). Further, in Atlantic Research Corp., the Commission

stated that its licensee must accept and be held to "an extraordinary responsibility for safety," as

reflected in the Commission's safety regulations and license conditions. Atlantic Research Corp.

(Alexandria, Virginia), CLI-80-7, 11 NRC 413, 425 (1980) (regulations and license conditions

"reflect the Commission's considered judgment as to what is required to protect the public as well

as licensees' employees from the hazards inherent in the industrial use of radioactive byproduct

material."). Thus, the Commission places primary importance on a licensee's compliance with the

terms and conditions of its NRC license.

If a licensee does not agree to the terms or conditions in the license, the licensee is free to

propose amendments to the license to change it. See 10 C.F.R. § 30.38 (applicant for amendment

shall specify the respects in which the licensee desires its license to be amended and the grounds for

the amendment). At that point, the staff may grant or deny the licensee's request based on its
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consideration of applicable requirements. See 10 C.F.R. § 30.39. If the staff denies the licensee's

request, in whole or in part, the licensee may challenge the staff's denial of its request in a hearing

pertaining to the license amendment denial. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.1205(b). Thus, the Commission's

regulatory structure provides a method for a byproduct materials licensee to change the conditions

of its license. Nowhere in the Commission's regulations is it contemplated that a licensee may

circumvent this review and approval process through the act of unilaterally disregarding a condition

of its license in order to have it set aside in the context of an enforcement proceeding. In fact, the

Commission's repeated emphasis on licensee compliance and the existence of a method for seeking

a license amendment militate against the approval of such tactics. For this reason alone, the

Licensee's proposed issue should not be litigated in this proceeding.

B. The Licensee's Challenge Collaterally Attacks the Commission's Regulations

It is also fundamental that the Commission's regulations are not subject to attack in

administrative proceedings. See Public Serv. Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1

and 2), CLI-89-7, 29 NRC 395, 416 (1989) (adjudicatory licensing proceeding is not a permissible

forum for challenge to Commission's regulations.). Rather, challenges of this sort are appropriately

brought by means of a petition for rulemaking. Id., see also 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.758 and 2.1239 (in

licensing proceedings, matters regarding application of a rule may be certified to the Commission

under certain conditions); "Restructuring of Facility License Applications Review and Hearing

Process," 37 Fed. Reg. 15,127, 15,129 (1972) (Commission restricts challenges to regulations in

licensing proceedings due to "the expanding opportunities for participation in Commission rule

making proceedings and increased emphasis on rule making proceedings as the appropriate forum

for settling basic policy issues.") (emphasis added).
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The principle that the Commission's regulations are not subject to attack in adjudicatory

proceedings has been extended beyond licensing cases. In Advanced Medical Systems, Inc., an

enforcement proceeding involving the issuance of a suspension order, the licensing board rejected

the licensee's proposed issue, "whether or not 10 CFR Section 2.202(f), et seq., is constitutional."

This issue, the licensing board determined, was beyond the board's authority to decide because

10 C.F.R. § 2.758(a) precluded the board from "entertaining challenges of the type advanced by

AMS." Advanced Medical Systems, Inc., (One Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041), LBP-89-1 1,

29 NRC 306, 316, 317 (1989), aff'd on other grounds, CLI-94-6, 39 NRC 285, 293-94 (1994).

Further, as will be discussed more fully below, in American Nuclear Corp., a proceeding involving

the imposition of license conditions, the Commission rejected issues proposed by licensees because

the proposed issues impermissibly attacked the Commission's mill tailing regulations. American

Nuclear Corp. (Revision of Orders to Modify Source Materials Licenses), CLI-86-23, 24 NRC 704,

707 (1986) ("Commission adheres to the fundamental principle of administrative law that its rules

are not subject to collateral attack in adjudicatory proceedings."). Therefore, the Licensee in the

instant proceeding is prohibited from mounting a collateral attack against the Commission's

regulations.

The issue of whether the Commission has the authority to impose and enforce license

conditions in a Part 30 license which specify the tritium source supplier and model of sealed light

sources, the manufacturer and model of the weapons on which the gunsights will be mounted, and

the sealed source configuration of the tritium luminous gunsights, collaterally attacks

10 C.F.R. § 32.22 of the Commission's regulations. Section 32.22(a)(2) provides that "[a]n

application for a specific license to manufacture, process, or produce self-luminous products
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containing tritium, krypton-85, or promethium-147, or to initially transfer such products to persons

exempt from licensing requirement as provided by § 30.19 . . . will be approved if . . . [t]he

applicant submits sufficient information relating to the design, manufacture, prototype testing,

quality control procedures, labeling or marking, and the conditions of handling, storage, use, and

disposal of the self-luminous product to demonstrate that the product will meet the safety criteria set

forth in § 32.23." The regulations detail the information that should be included in an application

for a distribution license. 10 C.F.R. § 32.22(a)(2)(i)-(xvi). This information includes, among other

things, a description of the product and its intended use or uses, the type and quantity of byproduct

material in each unit, the chemical and physical form of the byproduct material in the product, details

of construction and design of the product, and results of prototype testing of the product. Thus, this

regulation prescribes that an application for a distribution license will contain the type of information

that is included as a condition to the licensee's License. A challenge to the specific information

provided and made part of the Licensee's license constitutes a challenge to the regulations that

require the submission of this information.4 Consequently, the Licensee's challenge to the authority

of the Commission to regulate these matters is an impermissible attack upon the Commission's

regulations under which the license was granted and the conditions of the license were determined.

4 Once this information is submitted to the Commission, the license issued can be
conditioned by the information submitted. See Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row,
Geneva, Ohio 44041) CLI-93-22, 38 NRC 98, 118 & n.77 (1993).
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C. American Nuclear Corp., CLI-86-23, Is Applicable Precedent

In American Nuclear Corp., the Commission refused to allow mill owner licensees to raise

certain issues in a proceeding involving the imposition of license conditions because "the issues

raised by the millers had been resolved by the Commission in its rulemaking conforming NRC

requirements to some of the standards promulgated by EPA." American Nuclear Corp., 24 NRC at

706. The millers' argument that they were not mounting a collateral attack was that the specific

detection monitoring requirements imposed by the Staff were not specified in the NRC's or EPA's

requirements. Id. at 708. Thus, the millers claimed, their challenge would be barred only if a

regulation had established the very ground water detection requirements imposed by the orders. Id.

at 709. The Commission disagreed, stating that "[i]n our view, the heading or title of the regulation

is not important; what is important is what issues did the prior regulation address and resolve." Id.

at 709-710. In the instant proceeding, the issue regarding the authority of the Commission to

establish requirements for the issuance of byproduct material distribution license was addressed and

resolved in the rulemaking regarding the licensing scheme for the distribution of byproduct material

to exempt entities. See "Tritium, Krypton-85 and Promethium-147 in Self-Luminous Products," 33

Fed. Reg. 9198 (1968) ("The amendments of Part 32 establish in a new § 32.22, the framework in

the Commission's regulations for the issuance of specific licenses to distribute . . . ."). That the

rulemaking did not specifically refer to gunsights is immaterial in light of the fact that these activities

are encompassed by the scope of the matters addressed in rulemaking. Therefore, the issue regarding

the Commission's authority is not an appropriate issue for litigation in this proceeding and should

not be entertained.
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III. NRC Has Authority Under the AEA Over Licensee's Activities Set Forth in the Appendix
to the Staff's April 10, 1997, Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty

The Board, in its Prehearing Conference Order, directed that the Staff address whether the

NRC has authority over the Licensee's activities that the Staff asserted in the Appendix to its

April 10, 1997, Order Imposing Civil Monetary Penalty. Prehearing Conference Order at 3-4.

Specifically, the issue is:

whether the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, grants the NRC the authority
to impose and enforce conditions in a 10 C.F.R. Part 30 license concerning the
tritium source supplier and model of sealed light sources, the manufacturer and
model of the weapons on which the gunsights will be mounted, and the sealed source
configuration of the tritium luminous gunsights, authorized to be possessed and
distributed under the byproduct license.

Prehearing Conference Order at 2. The Staff's position that it does have the authority under the

Atomic Energy Act (AEA) to impose and enforce such conditions in a Part 30 license is set forth

below.

A. NRC's Authority to Regulate Byproduct Material Under the Atomic Energy Act.

The Commission's statutory authority to regulate all uses of byproduct material is contained

in the AEA. Specifically, section 81 of the AEA prohibits the manufacture, production, transfer,

acquisition, ownership, possession, import, or export of any byproduct material, except as

authorized by the Commission.5 42 U.S.C. 2111. Section 81 directs the Commission to not permit

the distribution of byproduct material to any licensee or distribution from any licensee who: "is not

5 Section 1 le of the AEA defines byproduct material as "any radioactive material (except
special nuclear material) yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to the radiation incident to the
process of producing or utilizing special nuclear material." 42 U.S.C. § 2014. Tritium is byproduct
material as defined by section I le of the AEA. See 10 C.F.R. § 30.71 (table of exempt quantities
of byproduct material lists Hydrogen 3 (H3) as a byproduct material). See also, Concise Dictionary
of Atomics 244 ( A. Del Vecchio, ed. 1964) (Tritium is "[t]he radioisotope of hydrogen with mass
number 3 (1H3)."), attached hereto as Exhibit 1.
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equipped to observe or who fails to observe such safety standards to protect health as may be

established by the Commission," or "who uses such material in violation of law or regulation of the

Commission or in a manner other than as disclosed in the application therefore or approved by the

Commission." Id.

Section 81 of the AEA provides that "[t]he Commission is authorized to issue general or

specific licenses to applicants seeking to use byproduct material" for a variety of useful purposes,

as may be developed. Id. In addition, section 81 authorizes the Commission to exempt classes of

byproduct material quantities and kinds of uses or users from "the requirements for a license set forth

in this section when it makes a finding that the exemption.., will not constitute an unreasonable

risk to the common defense and security and to the health and safety of the public. Id. In addition,

section 161 of the AEA provides that "[t]he Commission is authorized to establish by rule,

regulation, or order, such standards and instructions to govern the possession and use of...

byproduct material as the Commission may deem necessary or desirable to promote the common

defense and security or to protect health or to minimize danger to life or property. 42 U.S.C. § 2201.

Thus, the authority of the Commission to regulate byproduct material is unmistakably clear.

B. Regulations Promulgated Under the Atomic Energy Act

The Commission, pursuant to the authority provided in section 81 of the AEA, promulgated

regulations setting forth the requirements for the issuance of specific licenses to distribute, to persons

exempt from licensing requirements, self-luminous products meeting the Commission's safety

criteria. Specifically, the Commission's regulations provide that any person is exempt from

licensing requirements to the extent that the self-luminous product containing tritium, krypton-85,

or promethium-147 was manufactured, produced, or initially transferred in accordance with a
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specific license pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 32.22, which authorizes the initial transfer of the product to

exempt persons. 10 C.F.R. § 30.19. Section 32.22(a)(2) provides that "[a]n application for a

specific license to manufacture, process, or produce self-luminous products containing tritium,

krypton-85, or promethium-147, or to initially transfer such products to persons exempt from

licensing requirement as provided by § 30.19 ... will be approved if ... [t]he applicant submits

sufficient information relating to the design, manufacture, prototype testing, quality control

procedures, labeling or marking, and conditions of handling, storage, use, and disposal of the self-

luminous product to demonstrate that the product will meet the safety criteria set forth in § 32.23."6

6The Commission has set forth the information that should be included in an application as

follows:
(i) A description of the product and its intended use or uses.
(ii) The type and quantity of byproduct material in each unit.
(iii) Chemical and physical form of the byproduct material in the product and changes in
chemical and physical form that may occur during the useful life of the product.
(iv) Solubility in water and body fluids of the forms of the byproduct material identified in
paragraph (a)(2)(iii) and (xii) of this section.
(v) Details of construction and design of the product as related to containment and shielding
of the byproduct material and other safety features under normal and severe conditions of
handling, storage, use, and disposal of the product.
(vi) Maximum external radiation levels at 5 and 25 centimeters from any external surface of
the product, averaged over an area not to exceed 10 square centimeters, and the method of
measurement.
(vii) Degree of access of human beings to the product during normal handling and use.
(viii) Total quantity of byproduct material expected to be distributed in the product annually.
(ix) The expected useful life of the product.
(x) The proposed method of labeling or marking each unit with identification of the
manufacturer or initial transferor of the product and the byproduct material in the product.
(xi) Procedures for prototype testing of the product to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
containment, shielding, and other safety features under both normal and severe conditions
of handling, storage, use, and disposal of the product.
(xii) Results of the prototype testing of the product, including any change in the form of the
byproduct material contained in the product, the extent to which the byproduct material may
be released to the environment, any increase in external radiation levels, and any other
changes in safety features.

(continued...)
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The Commission's safety criteria state that an applicant must demonstrate that the product

is designed and will be manufactured so that the radiation doses resulting from the specified

scenarios would hot exceed the organ dose limits set forth in the appropriate columns of the table

found in 10 C.F.R. § 32.24. 10 C.F.R. § 32.23. The safety criteria are the primary factors in

controlling the radiation doses associated with persons exempt from the requirements for a license.

See Affidavit of Larry W. Camper, Branch Chief for the Medical, Academic, & Commercial Use

Safety Branch, Division of Industrial & Medical Nuclear Safety, Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards (Camper Affidavit) at ¶ 9, attached hereto as Exhibit 2. These safety criteria

establish an upper limit on the amount of radioactive material in a given exempt unit and of

establishing a need to provide a degree of containment for the material, even under accident

conditions. See "Exemption of Tritium, Krypton-85 and Promethium-147 in Self-Luminous

Products," 34 Fed. Reg. 9,025, 9,026 (1969); Camper Affidavit at ¶ 9. In addition, the probabilities

associated with the radiation dose limits for accidental exposures ensure that the risk to individuals

would be very small. 34 Fed. Reg. 9,025, 9,026 (the doses specified are considerably smaller than

6(...continued)

(xiii) The estimated external radiation doses and dose commitments relevant to the safety
criteria in § 32.23 and the basis for such estimates.
(xiv) A determination that the probabilities with respect to the doses referred to in § 32.23(d)
meet the criteria of that paragraph.
(xv) Quality control procedures to be followed in the fabrication of production lots of the
product and the quality control standards the product will be required to meet.
(xvi) Any additional information, including experimental studies and tests, required by the
Commission.

10 C.F.R. § 32.22(a)(2)(i)-(xvi).
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those that would be likely to produce clinical symptoms of injury); Camper Affidavit at ¶ 9. Thus,

the review and approval of products containing tritium, such as luminous gunsights or weapons

containing luminous gunsights, is necessary to ensure that the dose limits of 10 C.F.R. § 32.23 are

satisfied. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 3 and 9.

C. The Commission's Authority to Impose and Enforce License Conditions

Section 183 of the AEA provides that "[e]ach license shall be in such form and contain such

terms and conditions as the Commission may, by rule or regulation, prescribe to effectuate the

provisions of this Act." 42 U.S.C. § 2233. Section 182(a) of the AEA provides that "[e]ach

application for a license hereunder... shall specifically state such information as the Commission,

by rule or regulation, may determine to be necessary to decide such of the technical and financial -

qualifications of the applicant, the character of the applicant .... or any other qualifications of the*

applicant as the Commission may deem appropriate for the license." 42 U.S.C. § 2232. The

Commission's regulations provide that the Commission may incorporate into a Part 32 license, at

the time the license is issued or thereafter, "such additional requirements and conditions with respect

to the licensee's receipt, possession, use and transfer of byproduct material as it deems appropriate"

to, among other things, protect health or minimize danger to life or property. 10 C.F.R. § 30.34(e).

The Commission has recognized that its "safety regulations and license conditions reflect the

Commission's considered judgment as to what is required to protect the public as well as licensees'

employees from the hazards inherent in the industrial use of radioactive byproduct material."

Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041), CLI-94-6, 39 NRC 285,

312 (1994) (citation omitted).

The Commission has the authority to impose a civil monetary penalty on any person who
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violates any licensing provision of section 81 or any rule, regulation or order issued thereunder, or

any term condition, or limitation of any license issued thereunder. AEA, section 81,

42 U.S.C. § 2282. Further, section 186a provides the Commission with the authority to revoke any

license for any material false statement in the application or any statement of fact required under

section 182, or "because of conditions revealed... which would warrant the Commission to refuse

to grant a license on an original application," or for violation of, or failure to observe any of the

terms and provisions of the AEA or of any regulation of the Commission. 42 U.S.C. § 2236.

Consequently, "[a] violation of requirements subjects the violator to the full range of sanctions

authorized under the Atomic Energy Act, including revocation of a license." Advanced Medical

Systems, Inc., 39 NRC at 312. The Commission's authority to impose and enforce the conditions

of the Licensee's license is, therefore, abundantly clear.

D. The Issuance of a License Under 10 C.F.R. Parts 30 and 32

As part of the sealed source and device review of a product under 10 C.F.R. § 32.22, an

applicant for a license to distribute tritium to exempt persons provides the Commission with the

source models, designation of suppliers of tritium sources, and the specific configurations of

gunsight models. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 12. Sight configurations and manufacturer(s) of sources

are relevant to health and safety in that applicants base all product information submitted in the

license application, such as prototype testing, dose estimates and commitments, on these specific

configurations and sources. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 12. The decision to prototype test a gunsight

mounted on a weapon (specific or otherwise) versus the gunsight by itself, generally considered a

worst case scenario, is entirely up to the applicant. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 13. Likewise, whether the

applicant chooses to utilize radioactive sources that have previously been reviewed and registered
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versus sources that have not been reviewed by the NRC is strictly an applicant's choice. Camper

Affidavit at ¶ 13. Whichever method the applicant chooses, the product will be evaluated and the

decision regarding licensure based on the information submitted by the applicant. Camper Affidavit

at ¶ 13. In this regard, the Commission has recognized that information submitted by a licensee may

become conditions of its license. Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio

44041), CLI-93-22, 38 NRC 98, 118 & n.77 (1993) (regulatory program and licensing practices

make it clear that a final license could incorporate by reference the requirements in the application

for that same license).

The registration process for sealed source product information provides that "[a]ny

manufacturer or initial distributor of a sealed source or device containing a sealed source whose

product is intended for use under a specific license may submit a request to NRC for evaluation of

radiation safety information about its product and for its registration." 10 C.F.R. § 32.210(a). The

request for review of a sealed source or device must include sufficient information about "the design,

manufacture, prototype testing, quality control program, labeling, proposed uses and leak testing and,

for a device, the request must also include sufficient information about installation, service and

maintenance, operating and safety instructions, and its potential hazards, to provide reasonable

assurance that the radiation safety properties of the source or device are adequate to protect health

and minimize danger to life and property." 10 C.F.R. § 32.210(c). "After completion of the

evaluation, the Commission issues a certificate of registration to the person making the request. The

certificate of registration acknowledges the availability of the submitted information for inclusion

in an application for a specific license proposing use of the product." 10 C.F.R. § 32.210(e).

The Commission has recognized the practice of applicants for specific licenses of describing
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information regarding the sealed sources of byproduct material and devices containing sealed sources

by referring to information previously filed by the manufacturer of the sealed sources or devices.

"Manufacturers' Registration of Radiation Safety Information for Certain Devices and Sealed

Sources," 52 Fed. Reg. 27,782, 27,783 (1987). "This practice is administratively convenient to the

NRC, manufacturers, and to applicants because it reduces and simplifies paperwork. A single

submission by a manufacturer is evaluated by the NRC and the results of the evaluation are used in

NRC's review of multiple applications for specific licenses, thus avoiding repetitive submissions by

applicants and reviews by the NRC." Id. Thus, an applicant for a specific license must either

provide the required information directly, or "must identify the source or device by manufacturer and.

model number as registered with the NRC or an Agreement State.... ." 52 Fed. Reg. at 27,785.

For example, a vendor of a sealed source is issued a registration certificate by the NRC. This

certificate is then referenced by a device vendor to demonstrate that the evaluation and registration

criteria for the source when used in this specific device are met. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 18. This

practice allows the NRC to more effectively expend resources in determining the adequacy of the

radiation safety features of the final product (device) containing byproduct material. Camper

Affidavit at ¶ 15. Approval of an application for a specific license, however, also requires that all

other applicable regulatory requirements, such as 10 C.F.R. Part 30 training requirements, are met.

Camper Affidavit at ¶ 16.
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E. Conditions in a Distribution License Concerning Tritium Source Supplier and Model of
Sealed Light Sources

The Commission does not direct which byproduct material supplier or model of tritium light

source an applicant may reference in its application. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 17. However, for the

purpose of authorizing a product for distribution to persons exempt from the requirements for a

license, the applicant must demonstrate that the product meets the safety criteria contained in

10 C.F.R. 32.23, and the Commission will perform a safety evaluation on the product, such as a

gunsight. Applicants may either reference manufacturers whose sources have previously undergone

a review to satisfy the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 32.210, or they may submit information

pertaining to gunsights containing sources not previously evaluated. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 18.

Therefore, the designation of the source supplier and model of sealed light sources serves to satisfy

the Commission's requirements contained in 10 C.F.R. §§ 32.22 and 32.23. In this case, the

Licensee referenced in its application manufacturers and model numbers of tritium sources that had

previously been approved under 10 C.F.R. § 32.210. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 18; See Application,

relevant pages attached hereto as Exhibit 3A (initial application and license) and Exhibit 3B (April,

1991 amendment application).

F. Conditions in a Distribution License Pertaining to the Manufacturer and Model of the
Weapons on Which the Gunsights will be Mounted, and the Sealed Source Configuration of
the Tritium Luminous Gunsights

The specifications in the license of the gunsight configuration or the weapons on which the

gunsights will be mounted result from information provided by the applicant to satisfy

10 C.F.R. § 32.22. The manner in which the applicant satisfies these criteria is at the discretion of

the applicant considering the design and engineering specifications of the product under review and
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the requirement to address the prototype testing criteria set forth in 10 C.F.R. § 32.22.7 Applicants

may choose to prototype test the gunsight configurations separately or mounted on specific weapons.

Camper Affidavit at ¶ 19. If gunsights mounted on a specific weapon, such as "Model X rear sight

mounted on Smith and Wesson pistols," is specified in the application, then, ultimately, the license

issued will reflect that the authority to distribute the gunsights is limited to the specific weapon

reviewed. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 19. This is because the authorization is based on the fact that those

approved products satisfy all of the safety criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 32.23. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 21.

In this case, the Licensee chose to prototype test the gunsight configuration mounted on specific

weapons. Camper Affidavit at ¶ 19; See Application, Exhibit 3B.

In summary, the Commission has the authority under the AEA to issue byproduct materials

licenses containing such terms as it deems appropriate. The Commission's regulations promulgated

in connection with the distribution of byproduct material to persons exempt from the Commission's

regulations set forth a framework for the Commission to assure that individual licensees will

distribute only those products that meet strict safety criteria, such that the exempt user is protected

from the hazards of radiation. Applicants submitting information to the Commission for its review

will be issued a license conditioning the activities on the information which has been reviewed by

the NRC. Limitations placed in the license will be derived from the information submitted by the

applicant. The AEA provides that the Commission may impose sanctions on licensees that violate

7 "Standard Review Plan for Applications for Licenses to Distribute Byproduct Material to
Persons Exempt from the Requirements for an NRC License," NUREG-1562, Draft Report for
Public Comment, Appendix 11, "Standard Requirements for Tritium Illuminated Gunsights
Containing Tritium Gas Sealed in Glass Vials," contains a method acceptable to the Staff for
satisfying the Commission's requirements to conduct prototype testing of gunsights containing
tritium. Appendix 11 is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.
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the terms of their NRC licenses. Therefore, the Commission has the authority under the AEA to

impose and enforce the conditions contained in the Licensee's license.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Staff's motion for summary disposition should be

granted.

Respectfully submitted,

Catherine L. Marco
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 24th day of October 1997
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

21st CENTURY TECHNOLOGIES, INC. ) Docket No. 030-30266
)

(Fort Worth, Texas) )

STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS
ABOUT WHICH NO GENUINE ISSUE EXISTS

1. Tritium (Hydrogen 3) is byproduct material.

2. The Commission's safety criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 32.23 are the primary factors in controlling
the radiation doses associated with persons exempt from the requirements for a license.

3. The safety criteria have the effect of establishing an upper limit on the amount of radioactive
material in a given exempt unit and of establishing a need to provide a degree of containment
for the material, even under accident conditions.

4. The NRC's review and approval of gunsights containing tritium is necessary to assure that
the dose limits of 10 C.F.R. § 32.23 are satisfied.

5. Sight configurations and manufacturer(s) of sources are relevant to health and safety in that
applicants base all product information submitted in the license application, such as
prototype testing, dose estimates and commitments, on these certain configurations and
sources.

6. The decision to prototype test a gunsight mounted on a weapon (specific or otherwise) versus
the gunsight itself is entirely up to the applicant.

7. Whether a applicant chooses to reference in its application radioactive sources that have
previously been reviewed and registered versus sources that have not been reviewed by the
NRC is an applicant choice.
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8. The applicant must demonstrate that the product meets the safety criteria contained in
10 C.F.R. § 32.23.

Respectfully submitted,

Catherine L. Marco
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 24th day of October, 1997
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Transition
See quantum Jump.

Transition Probability
The probability of the decay

of a radioactive atdm within
unit time.
Transmutation of Elements

The artificially induced change
of the atoms of a sample of a
given element Into atoms of a
different isotope by subjecting
them to nuclear bombardment
by sub-atomic particles.
Transport Theory

A theory based on the ap-
proximation to the Boltzmann
equation for such conditions
that Fick's law is not applicable.
Transuranic Elements

Those members of the actinide
group of the extended periodic
table which have an atomic
number higher than 92. As In
the other members of the ac-
tinide group, in the transuranic
e4mnents, too, the 5f electron
sdb-shel is filled step by step,
and the outer shells remain un-
changed. Transuranic elements
do not occur in nature and have
to be produced artificially from
uranium, either directly or in-
directly by successive steps of
transmutation. Up to this date,
four transuranic elements have
been produced and named, but
the discovery and production of
further members of the group

is expected. The four known'':
transuianic elements, with their
atomic numbers, are: neptuni-
um (93), plutonium (94), amer--..

icium (95) and curium (96)
(q.v.). Also, the discovery: of'..

berkelium (97), and californium..
(98), has been announced. -

Trawsfynydd (G. I.)
A lakeside site in North Walesi

where a 500 MW nuclear powerw5
station is being built for. the'.'
C.E.G.B. It is hoped to operate."
it at a high load factor in asso%;-,
ciation with one of the largest
pumped storage hydro-electric
plants in the world..

Trlbutyl Phosphate
A solvent which can be =41#

in the chemical processing ~
spent fuel or uranium conesn-:i
trates. -
Tritlium . . .a.

The radioisotope of hydrogen,
with mass number 3 (,W). -j

me

ý. -:1:.

I ..-..

An alternative symbol for the
element thulium.
Tungsten.. =o.

See wolfram."
Tunnel _ect-

Cf. potential barrier.
Turbulent Rlow .

Fluid flow in which the 1oCSV~

velocity of the fluid medhi.u
varies erratically with time : .J
both direction and magnttude•
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EXHIBIT 2

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter off
)

21st CENTURY TECHNOLOGIES, INC. ) Docket No. 030-30266
)

(Fort Worth, Texas) )

AFFIDAVIT OF LARRY W. CAMPER IN SUPPORT OF NRC STAFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF AUTHORITY ISSUE

I, Larry W. Camper, first being duly sworn, depose and state:

1. I am currently employed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as the Branch Chief for the

Medical, Academic, & Commercial Use Safety Branch (IMAB), Division of Industrial &

Medical Nuclear Safety, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. A statement of

my professional qualifications is attached hereto as Attachment 1.

2. The purpose of this affidavit is to address the issue concerning NRC's authority to impose

and enforce conditions in a 10 CFR Part 30 license concerning the tritium source suppliers

and model of sealed light sources; the manufacturer and model of the weapons on which the

gunsights will be mounted; and the sealed source configuration of the tritium luminous

gunsights, authorized to be possessed and distributed under the byproduct license. My

comments focus on the review and approval of devices, e.g., tritium luminous gunsights, for

distribution to persons exempt from the requirements for a license.
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Term•

3. This affidavit concerning the distribution of self-luminous products, specifically gunsights

containing tritium, contains the following technical terms, as defined:

Device - an apparatus designed to hold, contain, and utilize the sealed source. In this case,

the device is the ironworks of the gunsight without the tritium gas vial.

Exempt Distribution License - authorization pursuant to § 32.22 to distribute self-luminous

products containing tritium to persons exempt from the requirements for a NRC license

pursuant to § 30.19.

Luminous Gunsights - the apparatus used for aiming a weapon that contains tritium gas vials.

Gunsights may be an integral part of the weapon or may be mounted onto the weapon by

permanent or detachable means.

Product - the device containing the source that is reviewed and approved for distribution to

persons exempt from licensing. In this case, the product may be luminous gunsights or

weapons containing luminous gunsights. Sources by themselves are not considered products

for distribution under § 32.22 to persons exempt from the requirements for a license pursuant

to § 30.19.

Prototype testing - tests, such as temperature, vibration, and firing, performed on the first

product of its kind to indicate the minimum performance requirements the product will be

required to meet in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the containment, shielding and

other safety features of the product.

Sealed Source - any byproduct material that is encased in a capsule designed to prevent

leakage or escape of the byproduct material. In this case the sealed source (source) is the
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glass vial containing tritium gas.

Regulation of consumer products

4. The regulations controlling the use of radioactive materials are promulgated under the Act

to protect public health and safety and minimize danger to life. With regard to consumer

products, the NRC is authorized to exercise regulatory control over the manufacture,

distribution, possession, use and transfer of products containing byproduct, source and

special nuclear material. NRC's responsibility for consumer products can be briefly

described as the following three major areas of concern: 1) the radiation safety of workers

manufacturing the product, 2) the radiation safety of the general public, including both users

and non-users of the product, and 3) the long term contamination of the environment as a

result of disposal.

5. The regulations pertinent to luminous gunsights are found in 10 C.F.R. §§ 30.19, 32.22,

32.23 and 32.24. As part of this process, distribution of products containing byproduct

material requires a license and review/approval of the device to be distributed. NRC issues

guidance describing methods acceptable to the NRC for implementing specific parts of the

regulations and clarifies techniques used by NRC in performing an evaluation of a product.

Under 10 C.F.R. § 30.19, persons are exempt from requirements for a license to the extent

that such persons receive, possess, use, transfer, own, or acquire tritium, krypton-85 or

promethium-147 in self-luminous products, such as gunsights containing tritium sources,

provided the products have been initially transferred or distributed in accordance with a

license issued pursuant to § 32.22.
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Information required by § 32.22

6. The regulations in § 32.22 require that sufficient information concerning the sources and the

product be submitted prior to issuance of a license. For tritium luminous products, such as

gunsights, the information to be submitted prior to the issuance of a license is outlined in

§§ 32.22, 32.23, 32.24, and 32.25. Specifically, an application must contain a complete

description of the product and its intended uses describing the radioactive material and the

product for distribution.

7. Applicants wishing to distribute products pursuant to § 32.22 must submit sufficient

information concerning the design, manufacture, and construction of the product; prototype

testing and results; labeling or marking; quality control procedures; and conditions of

handling, storage, use, and disposal of the product to demonstrate that the product will meet

the safety criteria set forth in § 32.23. The information about the product must include

information about the amount and type of byproduct material, its chemical and physical form

in the product and any changes that may occur to the source during the useful life of the

source and the solubility of the source in water and body fluids. The application must also

contain complete information about the construction and design and safety features of the

product relative to the containment and shielding of the source under normal and severe use

conditions, the maximum external radiation levels at 5 and 25 centimeters from the surface

of the product and the degree of access to the product during normal use and handling.

8. In order for NRC to determine that all criteria, as specified above, are satisfied, it is necessary

for NRC staff to review and approve design configurations for all devices, authorized

pursuant to § 32.22, to ensure that the products pose no threat to public health and safety and
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are acceptable for distribution to persons exempt from the requirements for a license.

Safety Criteria of § 32.23

9. The safety criteria in § 32.23 are the primary factors in controlling the radiation doses

associated with persons exempt from the requirements for a license. These safety criteria

have the effect of establishing an upper limit on the amount of radioactive material in a given

exempt unit and of establishing a need to provide some degree of containment for the

material even under accident conditions. Furthermore, the probabilities associated with the

radiation dose limits for accidental exposures ensure that the risk to individuals would be

very small. The review and approval of gunsights containing tritium is necessary to ensure

that these dose limits are satisfied.

10. In June 1968, as part of the proposed rulemaking on "Tritium, krypton-85, and

promethium-147 in self-luminous products" (33 FR 9198) (06/21/68), the Agency

established safety criteria limiting the average dose, or dose commitment, in any one year to

members expected to receive the highest dose from normal use and disposal of a single

exempt unit to no more than 0.2 percent of the limit for individuals in the population. The

dose received by persons engaged in the distribution and servicing of exempt distribution

products, as a result of exposure to the quantity of units likely to accumulate, was limited to

about 2 percent of the dose limit for individuals in the population. These criteria were based

on dose limits recommended by the Federal Radiation Council and International Commission

on Radiological Protection and essentially mean that: the occupational doses and doses to

members of the public are kept to levels as low as reasonably achievable.
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11. This proposed rulemaking, based on keeping exposures as low as reasonably achievable, was

considered consistent with the Commission's criteria for the approval of products containing

byproduct material intended for use by the general public as published in the Federal Register

in March 1965 (30 F.R. 3462), which indicated that it is unlikely that the total contribution

to the exposure of the general public to radiation from the use of radioactivity in consumer

products will exceed small fractions of limits recommended for exposure to radiation from

all sources. This underlying principle was codified in the regulations with the establishment

of the exising safety criteria in § 32.23 on June 6, 1969 (34 FR 9025).

12. The limitations concerning the specific source and gunsight models authorized in a license

by the NRC results from the list of authorized source models, designation of suppliers of

tritium sources, and the specific configurations of gunsight models submitted to the NRC by

the applicant during the sealed source and device review of the product as part of the

licensing process under §32.22. Sight configurations and manufacturer(s) of sources are

relevant to health and safety in that applicants base all product information submitted in the

license application, i.e. prototype testing, dose estimates and commitments, on these certain

configurations and sources.

Referencing information previously approved to satisfy §§ 32.22 and 32.23

13. The decision to prototype test a gunsight mounted on a weapon (specific or otherwise) versus

the gunsight by itself, generally considered a worst case scenario, is entirely up to the

applicant. In either case, the device will be evaluated and licensed based on the information

submitted by the licensee. Likewise, whether the licensee chooses to utilize radioactive
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sources that have previously been reviewed and registered versus sources that are "unknown

entities" is strictly a licensee choice. Whichever method the licensee chooses, the product

will be evaluated and the decision regarding licensure based on the information submitted

by the licensee.

14, An alternative regulatory pathway exists for sources or devices to be approved. This option

allows approved sources or devices to be referenced by applicants seeking authorization for

distribution of products under the requirements in § 32.22. Specifically, any manufacturer

or initial distributor of sealed sources or devices whose products are intended for use under

a specific license may submit radiation safety information about their product directly to

NRC under § 32.210 in order for the product to be registered. The rule describes NRC's

evaluation and registration criteria and clarifies the regulatory responsibility of manufacturers

of products for which NRC evaluates and registers radiation safety information.

15. This system avoids multiple and time consuming submissions of the same detailed product

information by each applicant for a specific license that proposes to obtain and use these

products. This practice allows for information contained in previous approvals to be

incorporated by' reference for use by a specific licensee to demonstrate part of its licensing

or other registration requirements. For example, a vendor of a sealed source is issued a

registration certificate. This certificate is then referenced by a device vendor to demonstrate

that the evaluation and registration criteria for the source when used in this specific device

are met. An applicant seeking a license for distribution of products to persons exempt from

the requirements for a license may cite the existing registration certificate to satisfy certain

of the requirements set forth in § 32.22(2). This practice allows NRC to more effectively
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expend resources in determining the adequacy of the radiation safety features of the final

product (device) containing byproduct material. NRC regulations and radiation safety

criteria set forth in industry standards are utilized in making this determination.

16. Although the certificate of registration is considered, in effect, a pre-marketing approval of

the source and device, issuance of a registration certificate does not constitute a commitment

to issue a specific license authorizing possession and use or distribution of the source or

device. Approval of an application for a specific license also requires that all other

applicable regulatory requirements, e.g., Part 30 training requirements, be satisfied.

License conditions regarding source supplier

17. Regarding license conditions concerning the tritium source supplier and model of sealed light

sources, NRC does not direct which byproduct material supplier or model of tritium light

source an applicant may reference in its application. However, for the purpose of authorizing

a product for distribution to persons exempt from the requirements for a license, the

applicant must demonstrate that the product meets the safety criteria cited earlier and the

NRC will perform a safety evaluation on the product, in this case a gunsight. As a result,

only those manufacturers/suppliers whose gunsights containing tritium sources have been

reviewed and approved may be distributed to persons exempt from licensing.

18. Applicants may either reference manufactures whose sources have already gone through a

review to satisfy the requirements of § 32.210 or may submit information pertaining to

gunsights containing sources not previously approved. Originally, the license application

for 21 st Century Technologies, Inc. (formerly known as Innovative Weaponry, Incorporated)
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referenced by manufacturer and model number tritium sources that had previously been

approved under § 32.210.

License conditions regarding ounsights

19. The specification in the license conditions of either the manufacturer and model of the

tritium source, the gunsight configuration or the weapons on which the gunsights will be

mounted is a result of the information provided by the applicant to satisfy § 32.22. The

manner in which an applicant satisfies this criteria is at the discretion of the applicant

considering the design and engineering specifications of the product under review and the

requirement to address the prototype testing criteria set forth in 32.22. Applicants may

choose to prototype test the gunsight configurations separately or mounted on specific

weapons, as was the case with 21st Century Technologies, Inc. If gunsights mounted on

specific weapons, such as Model XYZ rear sight mounted on Smith and Wesson pistols, are

identified in the application, then ultimately, the authority to distribute the gunsights will be

limited to the weapon(s) reviewed.

20. The prototype testing criteria for gunsights containing tritium gas are specified in

NUREG- 1562, "Standard Review Plan for Applications for Licenses to Distribute Byproduct

Material to Persons Exempt from the Requirements for an NRC License," Appendix 11,

"Standard Requirements for Tritium Illuminated Gunsights Containing Tritium Gas Sealed

in Glass Vials." Licensees may submit alternative procedures than those specified in

NUREG-1562 in order to address the prototype testing criteria, but the review and approval

will still be based on the product information submitted.
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21. In summary, only those products, in this case gunsights, which have been reviewed and

approved are listed in an exempt distribution license. The authorization is based upon the

fact that these approved products satisfy all of the safety criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 32.23. As

a result, they do not pose a threat to public health and safety and, in fact, exposures to

members of the public will be as low as reasonably achievable.

22. The foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this 23rd day of October, 1997.

My commission expires:
EINA. SUVW.EN CER•Y

t%.'OTARY FUELIO STATE OF MARYLAND
My Commiusion Expires December 1, 1999
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ATTACHMENT 1

STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

for

Larry W. Camper, MBA, MS

Larry W. Camper has approximately 30 years of experience involving the use and management
of radioactive material. Mr. Camper has been in his current position as Branch Chief of the
Medical, Academic, & Commercial Use Safety Branch, Division of Industrial & Medical Nuclear
Safety, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards for approximately two and a half years
and previously served as Section Leader for the Medical & Academic Section for five years.
Prior to these positions, Mr. Camper served as a Project Manager/Health Physicist in the
Division of Waste Management for approximately one year.

Prior to returning to NRC in 1989, Mr. Camper spent 8 years in private industry as a consultant in
health and medical physics, environmental radiation safety, and technology/management
interface for a large client base in excess of 300 clients. Mr. Camper served in increasingly
responsible positions as Director of Technical Operations, Executive Vice-President and
President of a rapidly growing consulting firm employing more than 30 full and part-time
professional and administrative personnel.

Mr. Camper holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Radiological Science and Administration and
a Master of Business Administration degree from George Washington University and a Master of
Science degree in Radiological Health from Pacific Western University (in conjunction with Oak
Ridge Associated Universities). Throughout his career, Mr. Camper has completed numerous
technical training courses dealing with the use of ionizing radioactive material including the
Applied Health Physics program at Oak Ridge Associated University. While in private industry,
Mr. Camper was certified as a radiation safety expert by seven states. Mr. Camper has been or
is presently a member of several professional societies associated with the use of ionizing
radiation.



EXHIBIT 3A

Innovative Weaponry, Inc.

715 San Mateo N.E.

Albuquerque, NM. 87108

October 8, 1987

b
Mr. Steven L. Baggett

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Material Licensing Branch

Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Baggett,

This is a letter of application for the request of a redis-

tribution license tar the by-product Tritium. This product will

be used in a sealed insert that will be used in gun sights. The

sealed inserts are manufactured and will oe purchased from

Armson, Inc., PO Box 2130, rarmington Heights, MI. 48018. ThPSe

inserts have already been prototyped, tested and approved by

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.i
A ful.l set of installation instructions have been acquired

trom Armson, Inc. and are fully understood on my part. There

are five basic insert diameters with proper diameter holes to

be drilled into sights, and a product, Black Max, to be used to

adhere and insulate the insert into the sight itselt.- My com-

pany has all the proper equipment for these installations, and

insures all work wl b r ed to the best of standards.

.- '-" F " F :' ' . ,. .. Ire(2~~4, .' Li
4-



A label provided by Armson, Inc. has been included with this

letter to show that every gun that we do an installation on, will

be labeled on the outside with one of these self-adhCsive labels.

Also an instruction letter will be included with each install-

ation with a description, warning of product, and instructions

for weapon cleaning: Warning customer not to use a prolonged

vibrating dunk tank, a's this will remove or eat away Black max,

causing insert to loostTI.

The inserts will be stored in a locked vault In our shop.

No one will have access to them except those employees doing the

installations. All work will be inspected and approved by my-

self, and ho improper installations will be delivered to a cus-

tomer.

Thank you for all your help that you have already rendered

to me, and for your consideration and license approval.

Sincerely,

Barr Mowry

President

P.S. New corporation recently formed. Application information

was sent to Mowry Custom Handguns, now a division of I.W.I.

Enclosures:

Check

Label



Re: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Rules and Requ!atiorný

Part 170.31

Catagory 3 - By Product Material-

Section H

Cost: New License $580.00

(As per instructed by Glinda Jackson)
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INNOVATIVE WEAPONRY, INC.
715 Sen Mateo NE 505.?48.5558
Albuquerque, NM 87108 Barry Mowry - President

March 24, 1988

J. Bruce Carrico
Medical, Academic and Commercial

Use Safety Branch
Division of Industrial and

Medical Nuclear Safety, 10iSS
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Control No. 020340

Dear Mr. Carrico,

This refers to your letter dated March 16, 1988, requesting wore
information to complete our application concerning Tritium for sights.

€" Concerning number I in your letter- Enclosed is a copy of our State
license.

Concerning number 2- Enclosed is a label (Armson) which we put on
every gun we install sights into. Every gun varies, so we place it on
whatever external surface it will fit.

Concerning number 3- We do not sell sight sets. We only install
inserts into existing sights.

Concerning number 4- Since all mounting is done in our own shop,
it is easy to keep strict control, and every installation is personally
inspected and chocked for perfection.

.' Concerning number 5- Enclosfrd is a copy of the Warning letter.
' Concerning number 6- We fully understand section 32.23 of 10 CFR

part 32 and will abide by the requirements therein.

We hope that this is all that you will remuire from us. If there
is anything else you need, please let us kn'ow.

Sincerely,

Barry

Pres~ide'

Enclosures

B•/ts

'". -'. , - • '-d •
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE

,4v•

HEALTH ,mo ENV1ROIM[NT

Pur&usnt to the Now Me 2 CO Ast dlon PfIoteclion Act of is? i. an* the Raciation Protection Regulations Pani 3. anP in toeliance oft
statements and fepresentations oeretofore made by the licensee designated below. a liCenSe is herIDy issueo authoizing SuC1
licensee to transfer. receive, possess ario use tne raodoactive material(s) designated below. and to wase suCf racloactve materials
for the purposelsl and at the place(S) designated below This license is subject to all applicable rules, regulations and orders nOw
Of hereafter in effect., o the Now M•eico mED Enwiwortnntal Improvement Division ano to Any condotions spe'lceO below

1nnmative Waapcrnry, Inc. WI IGS0
8&. ADONISS~ 141 D1PI011AATION 0*1

715 San 1Mtoo, NE.A1buqjartpct, 144 87108
Januliry 31, 1993

2b. TE6..P.0N1 no. :46- ACIVAi. 60CA~IO'Oi Of OPLBAI,00%

(50r.)268-ýL58 715a San Flatca, fl.E., Albuqcpzq.ja, tkcw Me~xico 87108.

6. AADIOAC¶IVE *.4ATjftik..5 1 CP*L.'AAi.^ of *-qiC*6 0001% 6. M0XA~lwall 06uAP411TV 60ote "%6W &elbow
(ltu.,ne 1and Fia 6 AuFW"Dol Ii for one time

A. 11tdjdocji 3. A. * fc I (Xi scure
(SaunrsvrI-Ro Mcxdcl
1WI~-880/G/2D0 or 101
?'Jcrovtcc A.G. Jicel
400 secries.2).

A. Pat, to wcxrx-Wi t'vo
curie~s total. Not
to "iC~xd 30

r~urc or 90

mi~l.iurc per

A. For y=ocs=ion ani installation of rmalcd inserts to be tmcd in gun • igotz.

10. Theo 11cons shAll cxcply with the provisions of Parts 4 and 10, U'r. Mexico
Radiation Protection Raqulations.

11. Licern-2 rmiterial rhall be used by or ur- the supoxvision of INwrry Mo.67y,
President.

12. heo Director of the Division or his authorized repreoontatives shall be
alloald to enter tho pro-dzes and irm-oc thei radiation related activities at
all timrs. Failure of the licnsoo to adidt the Director or his authorized
rmpromsntativos Mhll constitute grvuids for issuar= of an iirrdiate mase
"d desist order.

13. Sealedi sarts cxintainirq licenscid mtatrial shall not be opened.
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Page -L of L Page(lO

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION

RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE

,rvaac . .

HEALTH me ENWIRONMINT

LAoMns0 M•:bor Nm-naI-W-OO

14. 7Th licinsoo shall =duct a phyuical inventory every six vanths to acwit
for all scoco r ivod and posses&W under this license. Records of suuh
inventories shall ba available for inspction by this Division.

15. nccept as specifically prvvidcd othexvizs in this licanse, the lic'•mo shall
pooass and use lio"nsd =tarial describod in It.w 6., 7. and 8. of this
license in accordanc with statz=rts, rprsentatlo and procedures
contained in application with attadchmnts dated Octdxr 14, 1987, signed by
flrry Mowry, President.

0

For the New Mexico HED Environmental Improvement Division
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INNOVATIVE WEAPONRY, INC.
715 San Mateo NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

is

505.268.5558
Barry Mowry - President

April 25, 1988

Contol # 020340

J. Bruce Carrico

Medical, Academic and Commercial

Use Safety Branch

Division of Industrial and

Medical Nuclear Safety, NMSS

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissiorl

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Carrico,

This refers to your letter dated

information for our N.R.C. License.

April 6, 1988, regarding additional

1. Concerning label placement: Yes, the label is on a visible exterior

surface. The placement varies because the area large enough to

attach a label varies with each weapon.

2. Concerning installation procedures: The Tritium inserts 'A,B,C & D'

are purchased intact from Armson. See Instruction sheet enclosed.

I hope this clarifies all points

else needed, please let me know.

in question.

Sincerely,

If there is anything

Barry Mw,

President

BVts

- . I..-..

/. .. ( . . . t!.. ... . .... =T)jT'•,T,? . -..I..c • ., , C.;
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INNOVATIVE WEAPONRY, INC.
715 San Mateo NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

,a

505.268.55!
Barry Mowry - Presider

Tritium Niaht-Siaht Installation

-Front Sight-

1. Find Center and drill to size and

Size 'B' Tube - .062 diameter,

Size 'C' Tube - .070 diarneter,

Cize D' 7-ibe - .078 diameter,

depth as follows:

.200 depth

.240 depth

.240 oepth

0 2. Apply Black Max Adhesive and insert tube.

3. Allow over night drying period.

-Rear Sight-

I. If the 2-Dot system is used, the procedures are the sarm- as listed

for the front sight installation.

2. If the Horizontal Bar system is used, the procedures are:

A. E.D.M. machine rectangle slot directly under sight notch to

.050 depth.

B. Insert 'A' Tube, attached with Blac)e Max Adhesive, horizontally

parallel to notch. Allow to dry properly (Approx. I hour).

C. Apply light transmitting Epoxy over entire rectangle slot and

allow to harden.

P. Trim Epoxy flush with sight face.

I



U IMCLILAR RICU'LATORYT CO.Nb't1S'Oli

14. ATERIALS LICELNSE Amendment tic. CI

Nnujmnto te he Atitmic Entrrv Act o~f 1951. ns amenildedOR the ntly Reo~gaalst"t Act of 11974 INbttc: Ix.3 93 J 141. aa4 Till* 10.
CN#e u( Ftjrftt Jtrguistions. Charite 1. Iisrts )0 j1.3.1.3 J3. 34. 31. 40 anJ 70. and im *tchsoKc 'n ,tatrfiWM5ZSJ aft pfr~ienPIvoiwb
hereturvue miiit by the Iocenwe v hkccnv Is hureby isaaduvtd vhotisif the Ikenisee to etceivte. scquill. wftsiist. $ad 4at,,ser #afl'fUj Ct.
wvfci. and 'rttal8 nuVICat maltetat duslpsiaw btiow to vus tuch inatnlal for the rvwipve(s) 3nd as tlhe $asteli Jnstbipb beiow.IAP
ddlwcsl W tranite, such inatfuvi to persons authoelud to fecthla ft In accowdamet siti the lesulatkigl of the ortpisl~btt raftill This
Iketns %hall be iduemct- Is. contain the conJisons eTei~rd int section it) or the AtomiC ~.tevuit Act of 1954. as amended. and is

vabject to att arppbable fuls. itgulathan s ad oldeni of the Nucli(u Regulatorty Commifflsson ft. or hereafite in Itle Baid IV any
condidtionsI secifird below. .**.*

Licenie

Innovative Veaponry, Inc.
P.O. Box 564
Angel Fire, New Mexico 87710 (A * 91 s 6

ow ~0
%

£ I.

e

4

special nuctuat hmterial a

A. Hydrogen 3
.44

7. Chemikal #ntl

A. Sealed sourAc!
(Saunder.Rot

mlodel U

1-mdo 031

lIn decCadditce with letter
* *:.~dpted Septerber 28. 1998

3. Lkensewmnvetx 30-23697-O1E
. * * , .-i .U fl. ' i u- f v T Q

4: Exp1ntlan dste June 30. 1993
.Dtxketl or
Itriot o. 03-30M _ _

'ot physka A . Miassmumr &,"Oown that I enve

* ~onjei this license

A. Not to exrCId 30
:*~Ie. * ' 5lliurqVie per

sillicuries 9er
)/OflO. * rillicurits total,

~tec A.G.., @I *er weapon

~1es) :

0111

4.

9. Authurized use \'

A. For distribution of T 'cj1on Sights Mounted onto weapons, to persons t.erpt
from the requirements fo" a •icense pursuant to Section 30.39, 10 CFR Part 30,
such devices have been arnufaCtured pursuant to Section 32.22, 10 CFR Part 32.

...,:.. OND I IONS
-. 1

10. Licensed rAterial shall be distributed from the licensee's fecllties located at
Highway 434 aid County Ruad 115. Angel rite, N(ew Mexico.

11. The licensee shall file periodicreports as specified In Section 32.25(c).
10 CFR 32. -A.0..

•I" • /-E,

I is

lf

I,
I'
I

/-/I,(% ( v 777
o 16

20*2.6.7: *l

C.;

1.$. '~ ~

Pfrln
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4 E.•:.', .CONDITIOtiS

12. Inserts shall by Installed$ and weapons labeled in accordance with
Instructions provlded by Armson.V... ,

13. This license does not authorize possession or use of licensed material.

14. Except as sptcifically provided otherwise in this license, the licensee
shall conduct its program in accordance with the statevents, representations,
and procrourrs contained Wntht docuents Including any enclosures. listed
below. The kuclear Regulatory ComrmlssionIs regulations shall govern unless
the statements, representations and procedurets in the licensee's application
and correspondence.are more restrictive than the regulations.

A. Lwttir dated October~ It*
0. Letter dated March 24i,1908I ,,
C. Letter ditto April 2518. 'C
D. Letter dated Septeser.28; 1'88 .b

4Z

9 m m e9 j. ,O . ,•

-ria'4,t• .'--" '" " "

.'-.%, *gP.D•• ti, a.

**FDR IRE .U.S.'-NCLEAR RECULA1ORI COMI4SS10K

t m d, ca-,- t,. ori c. and .ormercia U5e
$~Safety Branch

e.- DIvIsion 'of Industrial and Medical
SNuclear Safety, ,i.ss

*V . hi n C"
!



INNOWATIWEIiII INCWEAPONRY

3; EXHIBIT 3B

A~buquL*1 m'.w.- MWAVU9 61 1AJ

(505) 2964645
Toff Free 1-800-34-3573

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm.

Commercial Section

Division Of Industrial Safety

Washington, D.C. 20555

Attn: Susan L. Green

Greetings: .4/17191

In an endeavor to enlarge our scope of production and meet

the current needs of government and law enforcement,

concerning self luminous sighting aids, we are requesting

amendment to our current material license 130-23697-0l.

Please find to follow our requests:

Authorisea use: Pursuant to 10 CFR Section 32.22 the

licensee is requesting authorization to distribute sealed

light sources in gunsights to persons exempt from the

requirements for a license as defined by 10 CTR 30.19.

Maximum activity 30 millicuries cperd source and 90

millicuries per weapon. •. -

-. /J .. 'q

Conditions:

(1) Sealed light sources installed &nto iron sights

manufactured by Innovative Weaponry Inc. ---

(2) Sealed light sources installed in

manufactured by major firearms manufactureri.'?:t.... /--%4-

I 43
-I

* . .. - fl j

Th." / .2C2 PlT LZ..........
-- - e - ' ~7z~73b



337 Eubank NE. Suite 103

AJlbuquarque, Now Mexico 17123
(505) 2"-4645

IAPONK TOll Free -&00-334-3573

(3) Sealed light sources installed into archery sight

pins.

(4) To be used for research and development as defined in

10 CrR 30.4(q).

Please find enclosed $280.00 for amendment fee.

Please contact me for any additional information needed to

implement this asendment.

Thank 7ou for your help and prompt attention.

Sincerely,

Jim Hall

Vice President

ftPlT



P-TNIGHT SIGHT
Mowry Custom Handguns
Spec Shialty otgun Systems

Date: August 8, 1991

To: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Attn: Susan Green Fax #: (301) 492-0260

From: Barry Mowry, President, Innovative Weaponry, Inc.:

Ref: 021159

For: License Amendment .on License# 30-23697-01

Contents: Written Demonstration for Changes Applied For

337 Eubank NE 0 Albuquerque, N.M. 87123
Toll-Free 1-800-334-3573 e (505) 296-4645 e FAX (505) 271-2633



PiT NIGHT SIGHT

Mowry Custom Handguns
Specialty Shotgun Systems

Table of-Contents

Section A- Sealed Sources and Installation

* Procedures

Section B - Appendix # 1 -. Sealed Source

Manufacturer

Section C - Sealed Source Manufacturer's

Standards and Testing

Section D - Innovative Weaponry, Inc.'s

*Tests and Evaluations

Section E - MSD Sheets of Materials Used

for Construction

337 Eubank NE e Albuquerque, N.M. 87123

Toll-Free 1-800-334-3573 0 (505) 296-4645 * FAX (505) 271-2633



Innovative Weaponry, Inc. receives Betalights ,sealed sources) in
sealed canisters from the manufacturer (see appendix 1). Inside
the canister, the betalights are packed in styrofoam and in a
plastic bag. The canister label notes the quantity of sealed
sources, amount of gigabequerels and the radioactive group (VII).

When personnel open the canister and inspect the betalights,
safety glasses and rubber gloves are worn. Inspection consists
of a visual count, appearance check, dark room and dimensional
checks. These sealed sources are then placed in an unlighted
vault for a minimum of 24 hours before reinspection.
Dimensionally unacceptable betalights are put aside in the
original canister and placed in the vault.

All work is done with state-of-the-art equipment in super clean,
laboratory-like conditions. I W I requires the highest in safety
standards.

SIGHTS - INSTALLATION INTO EXISTING SIGHTS
AND SIGHTS MANUFACTURED BY IWI

Construction method for handgun front sights, dot rear sights and
shotgun sights are as follows:

Sealed sources are placed in PVC sleeves and injected with
Dow Corning 734 Sealant. This sealant has shock absorbing
and buffering properties as does the sleeve itself. After
curing four hours, sealed sources are then sealed with
Loctite Brand IMPRUV (tm) Optically Clear U.V. (ultra-
violet) Adhesive which has non-shattering, shock absorbing
and buffering properties also. This completely encases the
sealed source (insert) which is now ready to install into
the sight cavity. The cavity is the appropriate size for
the finished insert. Black Max (tm) Tough Adhesive is
applied to the cavity to bond the insert into the sight.
Black Max is a tough bonding agent that also has shock
absorbing and buffering properties.

Construction methods for bar rear sights and rifle front sights
are as follows:

Sight cavities are the appropriate size to mount the sealed
source. Black Max is applied to the cavity. The sealed
source is placed into the cavity. After the Black Max is
cured, IMPRUV is applied to fill recess and protect sealed
source.

Construction methods for rifle rear sights are as follows:

Sight holes are appropriate diameter and length for mounting
of sealed source. Black Max is applied to bottom and walls
of hole, as to totally insulate the sealed source. IMPRUV
is then applied to the exposed end for lensing and to
complete the total encapsulation and protection of the
sealed source.

These methods totally encase and seal the Tritium sources for
maximum strength, shatter resistance and shock absorbency. These
adhesives have been chosen expressly to insure the highest
quality product possible.

A-i



APPENDIX # 1

Purchase of Sealed Sources

Supplier/Manufacturer:

Part Numbers-:

Saunders-Roe Development Ltd.
Millington Road, Hayes
Middlesex UB3 4NB, England

251030-100
25.20507150
252050-200
252050-250
252050-300

A
A
A
A
A

B-I



Ministry of Defence I,
Defence Standard

62-4/Issue 3 14 September 1976

LAMPS, NUCLEAR

(GASEOUS TRITIUM LIGHT SOURCES)

Crown Copyright reprinted by
Saunrs.-Roe Developments Limited
with permission of Her MajesrV's Stationery Offic&

C-1



D/D STAN/62/4/2 (STAN 3)
AL/294/030 (ADAS) DEF STAN 62 - 4/3
N, W484/72/0238 (CVD/2s)

LAMPS, NUCLEAR

(GASEOUS TRITIUM LIGHT SOURCES)

This Defence Standard supersedes DEF STAN 62 - 4,
Issue 2, dated 29 March 1972

1. This Defence Standard specifies material, manufacturing and other
requirements for gaseous tritium light sources for Ministry of Defence use.

This Defence Standard has been written to conform wherever possible with
the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency document 'Radiation Protection Standards for
Gaseous Tritium Light Devicest.

2. The title 'Lamps, Nucleart has been used to conform to the NATO Supply
System Approved Item Name for this type of light source. The term preferred
by the member countries of the OECD is Gaseous Tritium Light Sources (GTLSs).
This term is now used throughout this Standard. See section 1 t Definition of
Terms Used.

3. Table IA lists the Standard Range of GTLSs to be used in all future
designs of equipment. Table IB lists GTLSs which have been introduced for a
specific purpose. They are not to be used for any other application without
the approval of the DELSC Electric and Nuclear Lamps Sub-Committee.

4. Because new Service applications are constantly being developed for GTLSs
there are no Table II (Maintenance Range) or Table III (Obsolete) items.

5. This Standard contains all necessary technical information and it is the
definitive specification for these items. It must be invoked for all tender
and contract purposes.

6. Users of this Standard should note that these items may be claimed to be
subject to patent rights in this and other countries.

7. This Standard has been prepared because there is no suitable national or
any other standard acceptable to the Ministry of Defence available.

8. This Standard has been agreed by all authorities concerned who are to
implement it from its date of issue.

9. If this Standard should be found unsuitable for a particular requirement
the Director of Standardization shall be informed of the circumstances. Any
enquiries regarding this Standard in relation to an invitation to tender or a
contract in which it is invoked should be addressed to the Quality Assurance
Authority named in that invitation to tender or contract.

THE ATTENTION OF DESIGNERS CONSIDERING USING GTLSs IN SERVICE EQUIPMENT IS
DRAWN TO SECTION 15 'SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS'

1
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DEF STAN 62 - 4/3
SPECIFICATION 

FOR

LAMPS, NUCLEAR"

(GASEOUS TRITIUM LIGHT SOURCES)

1. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

a. Gaseous tritium light source (GTLS): A GTLS consists of a sealed
glass container filled with gaseous tritium and coated internally with a A.

phosphor. k

b. Gaseous tritium light device (GTLD): A. GTLD is an instrument, piece r
of equipment, article or sub-assembly containing one or more OTLS.

2. SCOPE

a. This Standard covers the technical requirements for gaseous tritium0
light sources suitable for use over the temperature range of -60 to + 70 C.
It is emphasized that tritium filled sources are the only light source
of this type authorized for Service use.

b. Lamps may be used at temperatures above 70 0 C, up to a maximum of
100°C, provided a shorter half life and lower luminance are accepted.

c. Over a period of time the luminance of a GTLS decays irrespective of
whether in use or storage. (See section 7d) A warning is therefore given
against buying and storing excess quantities.

d. Safety considerations governing production, storage, and use of GTLSs
in Service equipments or installations are set out in Section 15 of this
Standard.

3. RELATED DOCUMENTS

a. Reference is made in this Standard to:

BS 3G100: Part 2, 'General requirements for equipment in aircraft'

BS 2011 tThe environmental testing of electronic components
and electronic equipment'

BS 1376 'Colours of light signals'

BS 3510 tA basic symbol to denote the actual or
potential presence of ionizing radiationt

UK/AID/944 'Specification for metal foil labels for
aircraft use'

Def Stan 05-30 'Sampling procedures and charts for inspection
by variables'

Def 'Stan 05-34 'Marking of Service Materielt

HQPO/56 'Specification for the packaging of instruments
containing radioactive materials'

2
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.,EF STAN 62 - 4/3

3. a. (CONThD)

Radio Active Substances (Luminous Articles) Exemption Order 1962
(Si2644)

Explanatory Memorandum to the Radioactive Substances Act, 1960.

Radiation Protection Standards for Gaseous Tritium Light Devices.

Code of Practice for the Carriage of Radioactive Material by Road.

b. Copies of these documents are available as follows:

British Standards British Standards Institution
Newton House
101 Pentonville Road
London NI 9ND

F

UK/AID/944

Defence Standards

HQPO/56

Radiation Protection Standards
for Gaseous Tritium Light
Devices

Explanatory Memorandum
to the Radioactive Substances
Act, 1960

Radioactive Substances
(Luminous Articles) Exemption
Order 1962 (S12644)

Code of Practice for the
Carriage of Radioactive
Material by Road

Ministry of Defence (PE)
Materials Division AQD
Harefield
Uxbridge, Middlx, UB9BB

Ministry of Defence
D Stan
First Avenue House
High Holborn
London WC1V 6HE

Ministry of Defence (PE)
MQAD Central Packaging Unit,
Garland Road
Plumstead, SE18 2PW

National Radiological Protection
Board

Harwell, Didcot,
Oxfordshire OXII ORQ

HMSO

HMSO

3
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.)EF STAN 62 - 4/3 05

3. c. The Related documents listed above are those applicable at the date of
publication of this Standard. Their current applicability must be confirmed
by all users of the Standard. The Quality Assurance Authority will supply
on request, information concerning any changes that may be necessary due to
the cancellation, supersession or amendment of any related document.

Note: Any questions relating to 'approved' materials or processes should
be referred to the Qualification Approval Authority.

4. DRAWINGS

a. Drawings giving dimensions of the standard range of GTLSs are
reproduced in Figs 2 to 15. Special purpose lamps are reproduced in
Fig 16.

b. These drawings are an integral part of this Standard.

5. PATENTS
Patent or design rights or copyright may subsist in connection with

items defined as standard, and the issue of this Standard does not convey
or imply any licence to use information which is the subject of such
rights. Authority to use such rights, for UK Government purposes, must be
obtained through the issue of an authorization in writing which will be
incorporated in any contract placed by a Department of the said
Government for such purposes.

6. MATERIALS

a. Capsule.

The capsule is to be of a clear borosilicate (hard) glass. The wall
thickness is to be in accordance with the dimensions quoted in Figs 2 to
16.

b. Radioactive material.

(1) Only tritium in the form of 3H or H 3H shall be allowed in a
GTLS except for small amounts o• tritiated water which may be
present provided that, during the mission lifetime of the
GTLS, the activity in the form of tritiated water does not
exceed 2% of the total tritium activity and, for sources
containing less than 50 mCi of tritium, does not exceed lmCi.
Purity of the tritium is essential particularly in respect of:

(a) gamma emitting isotopes which would result in external
radiation.

(b) alpha emitting isotopes which would result in radiation
damage to binder, phosphor, or glass.

(c) chemical impurities which can damage the phosphor or
accelerate radiation damage.

4
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DEF STAN 62 - 4/3

6. b. (2) In order to meet the above requirements the manufacturer must
ensure that a certificate of purity from the supplier of the
tritium used, in any batch of lamps submitted for inspection, is to
be available to the Quality Assurance Authority.

c. Phosphor.

The zinc/cadmium sulphide phosphor is preferred.

d. Binder.

Any binder used to cement the phosphor to the wall of the capsule is
to bg unaffected by radiation, temoerature (within the limits of -60 and
+ 70 C), and vibration.

7. MANUFACTURE

a. Gas pressure.

The nominal gas pressure inside the capsule is to be between 660 mbar
(0.66 atm) and 2500 mbar (2.5 atm) as appropriate to the desired luminance.

b. Painting.

(1) When a GTLS is to be viewed from one side only, the luminous
intensity may be increased by externally painting the reverse
side of the lamp as indicated on the appropriate lamp
drawing (Figs 2 to 16).

(2) One coat of high reflectance titanium dioxide base paint and one
coat of semi-gloss air drying white oaint shall be applied.
Alternatively two coats of high reflectance titanium dioxide base
paint may be applied.

(3) The paint shall be of best commercial quality and shall remain
unaffected by the temperature tests specified in sections 1h! and
14. The paint shall not exceed a total thickness of 0.4 mm.

c. Luminance

The minimum initial luminance is to be in accordance with Tab!e 1.

d. Rate of luminance decay.

The rate of luminance decay is to be such that after six years from
the date of manufacture of a GTLS luminance is to be not less than
50 per cent of its initial value.

Note: The rate of decay is to be taken into account when specifying
minimum acceptable levels of illumination in the design of
equipments incorporating GTLSs See Fig 1.

e. Sealing test.

During manufacture all GTLSs are to be heated to between 450 and 4SO°C
[or a period of five minutes after sealing.

5
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7. f. Colour of light.

Colours are to be determined in terms of BS 1376 chromaticity
co-ordinates. Table A gives the co-ordinates of the corners of the areas
within which the chromaticity co-ordinates of the respective colours are to
fall. Where these boundary points lie on the pure spectrum curve the
corresponding dominant wave length in nanometeru is indicated.

TABLE A

COLOUR CO-ORDINATES DOMINANT
WAVELENGTH nm

x Y

0.688 0.312 618.5
0.66 0.28

RED 0.59 0.356
o.64 0.36 603.0

0.603 0.396 595.0
ORANGE 0.566 0.388

0.508 0.45
0.532 0.467 583.o

0.5 0.5 578.0
YELLOW 0.468 0.47

0.396 0.546
0.408 0.592 565.0

0.302 0.692 550.0
GREEN 0.31 0.48

0.22 0.48
0.014 0.744 510.0

BLUE To BS 1376, Signal 481.0

Blue Class A 450.0

WHITE To be determined

L

hr

F

8. MARKING AND LABELLING

To enable GTLD's subject to recovery or disposal requirements to be
identified the Design Authority and Procurement Branch are to ensure that
marking and labelling shall be carried out as described in section 7 of NFA
document 'Radiation Protection Standards for Gaseous Tritium Light Devices,

Note: Para 7.3 of this document requires that individual GTLS!s
containing over 5OOmCi shall be marked with a spot of colour in
international use to denote hazard. At the moment this colour has
not been decided. The requirement can therefore, for the time being,
be ignored.

6
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9. PACAGING

a. GTLSs are to be supplied in a transparent p3lyethylene envelope. Each
GTLS is to be provided with sufficient individual protection to prevent
damage to or from other GTLSs in the envelope. Each envelope is to
contain and show the following labels:

(1) an ungummed label giving the full NATO Stock Number (eg 6260-99-
995-9769) and Defence Standard type number, (eg Def Stan 62-4/3
Type ZA2G), the quantity of GTLS's and the total radioactive
content (curies).

(2) an ungummed label marked with the Trefoil symbol in accordance
with BS 3510 and Def Stan 05-34.

Each envelope is also to contain the equivalent number of approved self-
adhesive labels of 9.5mm maximum diameter giving the month and year of
manufacture of the GTLS in figures. The label is to comply with UK/AID/944
and is to be gold in colour with red markings.

b. When a military level of packaging is specified in the tender or contract
packaging shall be in accordance with HQ/P056 and the Services Packaging
Instruction Sheet (Form 673)
c. To comply with the 'Code of Practice for the Carriage of Radioactive
Material by Road; the maximum number of lamps in one package is to be
governed by the total radioactive content of that package.

(1) A package, wherein the radioactive content does not exceed 200
curies may be classified as 'Exempt' from the more rigorous
packaging and labelling requirements of the international
regulations providing the applicable requirements listed in
the ISpecification for the packaging of instruments containing
radioactive materials', HQPO/56, are fulfilled.

(2) Requirements for 'Exempt' packages containing tritium are
detailed at paragraphs 3.4 and 4.1 to 4.4 of Specification HQPO/56.

10. QUALIFICATION APPROVAL PROCEDURE

a. The Qualification Approval Authority for GTLSs is the Defence
Electrical and Electronics Standardization Committee, Electric and
Nuclear Lamps Sub-Committee. Manufacturers are to apply to the Secretary
of the Electric and Nuclear Lamps Sub-Committee Stan 3, First Avenue
House, High Holborn, WCIV 6HE for Qualification Approval. Applications
are to be accompanied by a statement that the manufacturer is satisfied
that the articles comply with this specification.

b. After receipt of the application, the Secretary of the Qualification
Approval Authority is to notify the manufacturer if it has been decided
to accept the application, or give reasons for refusing it. If it has
been decided to proceed with the Qualification Approval, the Secretary is
to request the provision of samples. The manufacturer is to state whether
or not the samples are from normal current production and, if requested,
is to provide evidence that he has adequate facilities to produce, test,
and inspect the articles in quantity.

7
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10. c. Tenders for the supply of GTLSs to this Standard are to be accompanied
by a quotation of the appropriate Qualification Approval certificate number
and a statement that the articles offered conform in every detail to the
sample Qualification Approved and that the place of manufacture is the same.

d. The Qualification Approval tests are to be carried out under standard
atmospheric conditions of measurement (BS 2011).

(1) at the manufacturer's premises under the supervision of the
Quality Assurance Authority, or,

(2) by a Government Quality Assurance Authority if the manufacturer is
unable to provide or arrange for testing in the above way.

(a) If Qualification Approval tests are carried out by method 1,
five copies of the test certificate are to be forwarded to
the Secretary of the above Qualification Approval Authority.

(b) Initial and final measurements are to be carried out at any
combination of temperature, and pressure within the following
limits.

Temperature 15 to 35°C

Air Pressure 860 to 1060 mbar

Note 1: Where it is impracticable to carry out measurements under
these conditions a note to this effect stating the actual
conditions is to be added to the test report.

Note 2: The temperature is to be substantially constant during
measurements carried out as part of one test on one batch of
components:

e. If the Qualification Approval Authority decides that the testing of
any of the articles which the manufacture wishes to submit for
Qualification Approval is to be carried out at the manufacturer's
premises, the manufacturer is to give to the representative of the
Qualification Approval Authority full and free access to the said
premises as and when required for that purpose and, at the manufacturer's
expense, afford to such representative all such reasonable accommodation
and facilities as may be required by him therefore and all appliances,
materials, and labour required for testing purposes.

f. The manufacturer will be notified whether or not Qualification
Approval has been granted and if successful a Qualification Approval :
certificate (normally for a period of five years) will be issued.

g. If, after receiving Qualification Approval, a manufacturer wishes to
introduce any changes in the materials, construction, processes, finish,
or place of manufacture of the Qualification Approved GTLSs he is first to
notify the Qualification Approval Authority, who will decide whether a
repetition of any or a-1 of the Qualification Approval tests is necessary,
and the number of samples to be tested before the change is approved.

SS
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10. h. Qualification Approval will be reviewed periodically by the
Qualification Approval Authority and will also be reviewed when defects
have been reported or other circumstances make this desirable. Should the
result of repeat Qualification Approval tests be unsatisfactory,
Qualification Approval may be withdrawn.

i. The Qualification Approval Authority reserve the right to carry out
any or all of the Qualification Approval Tests on any design of CTLS not
in the standard range.

11. QUALIFICATION APPROVAL

The number of GTLSs to be submitted for Qualification Approval is to be
a minimum of twenty six and shall include the GTLSs from each group as
indicated in Table B. These lamps are to be supplied at the manufacturer's
expense and are to be manufactured from materials and by methods similar
to those adopted for production.

TABLE B

QUANTITY SELECTED FROM GROUP REMARKS

5 MB2, UB2, UG2, UE2 or 1 High Pressure Painted
UH2 One of each colour quoted in Table A

7 Figs 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12. 2 Low Pressure, non painted

7 Figs 2, 3, 6, 7, 11. 3 High Pressure, non painted

7 Figs 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 4 Low Pressure, Painted
10, 11, 12.

GTLSs are to be subjected to the following tests in the order specified.

.a. Visual inspection.

All GTLSs are to be visually inspected for defects and dimensions
checked.

b. Luminance.

(1) Initial luminance measurement is to be made 21 to 28 days after
manufacture following a period of storage in total darkness for
a minimum of 24 hours.

(2) Each GTLS is to be inspected visually in darkness to ensure
that the whole of the area, shown in the appropriate figures as
coated with phosphor, is emitting light. The area appearing
brightest and the area appearing dimmest to the eye are to be
noted.

9
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11. b. (3) The GTLS is to be mounted with the brightest area immediately
behind a sharp edged aperture which for tubular lights is to be
a slit 0.6 mm by 2.5 mm (approx), and for all other types is to be
a circle 1.4 mm diameter (approx) (see note). When viewed from the
front the whole of the aperture is to appear illuminated.
Luminance of the aperture is to be measured by comparison with a
calibrated light source of the same colour. Geometry of the
measurement is to be such that the angle subtended'by the
sensing element at the source does not exceed 10 degrees. The
luminance is to be not less than that specified.

Note: When measuring very small GTLSs eg Type CO/, it may be necessary to
reduce this diameter to 1.0 mm (approx).

(4) The GTLS is to be mounted with the dimmest area behind the same
aperture, and the luminance measured as before. If the luminance
.is not less than 90 per cent of that specified the GTLS is to be
accepted. If the luminance is less than 75 per cent of that
specified the GTLS is to be rejected.

(5) If on test (4) the luminance is between 90 and 75 per cent of the
specified luminance the OTLS is to be inspected thoroughly to
determine the area below the 90 per cent level, if this area is
more than 10 per cent of the total luminous area, the 3TLS is to
be rejected.

c. Colour.

The GTLS as indicated in group 1 of Table B shall be subjected to tests
to demonstrate that the colour of the light emitted by the lamps fall
within the limits given in clause 7f. For this any technique approved by the
Quality Assurance Authority may be used.

d. Purity.

A certificate of purity for the gas is to be submitted to the
Qualification Approval Authority at the time that Qualification Approval
for the GTLS is sought.

e. Vibration.

(1) Two samples from the groups 2, 3 and 4 (Table B) shall be
selected at random and fixed to a suitable metal plate for
attachment to a vertical thrust vibrator. The GTLSs are fixed
into suitable grooves in the plate using silicon rubber cement.

(2) The amplitude of vibration shall be measured on the plate. The
vibration need be applied in one plane only.

(3) The GTLS shall be subjected to three complete test cycles in the
range of 25 to 500 Hz at 5g. The Test shall be conducted by
sweeping through all the frequencies in the range at a uniform
rate from the minimum to the maximum frequency and return to
minimum frequency in 10 minutes or longer. In addition the
tester shall dwell for 30 minutes at each resonance frequency
found.

(4) After the vibration period the luminance of each light shall be
measured. The deterioration is not to have exceeded 10 per cent
of the original value.

10
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t1. f. Excternal pressure test.

(1) An external pressure test is to be performed on three of the
remaining GTLSs of each Group (2, 3 and 4).

(2) The GTLSs shall be put into a test chamber and exposed to 0.25 and
2.0 bars for four periods of 15 minutes each, the pressure being
returned to atmosphere between each period. The test shall be
conducted in air.

(3) After the pressure test the luminance of each light shall be
measured. The deterioration is not to have exceeded 5. per cent of
the original value.

g. Thermal cycling.

(1) Three rapid thermal cycles are to be performed on the GTLSs used
for the pressure test.

(2) The GTLS shall be heated in air to + 80OC within 5 migutes, kept
at this temperature for one hour, then cooled to - 30 C within
15 minutes and kept at this temperature for one hour.

(3) After the thermal cycling the luminance of each light shall be
measured. The deterioration is not to have exceeded 5 per cent of
the original value.

h. Life.

(1) The GTLSs from Group 1 together with three samples from the
vibration tests and three samples from the thermal cycling tests
shall be mounted behind apertures, or mounted in a suitable jig to
align with an aperture for the measurement of luminance.

(2) The luminance is to be measured after mounting and remeasured after
three and six months storage at a temperature and pressure within
the limits detailed in para lOd (b).

(3) The rate of decay of luminance is to be not greater than that
specified in clause 7d and figure 1.

(4) Limited Qualification Approval may be granted pending the results
of these decay measurements.

12. PRODUCTION INSPECTION

a. (1) The provisions of Def Stan 05 - 30 (as applicable) are to apply.
Batching is to be agreed between the manufacturer and the Quality
Assurance Authority.

(2) Measurements are to be at Standard atmospheric conditions in
accordance with BS 2011. (See clause 1Od (2) of this Standard).

b. The following tests are to be applied in the order specified
(1) Visual (see clause Ila)
(2) Luminance (see clause 11b and Note below)
(3) Colour (see clause 1ic)

Note: At the discretion of the user or the Quality Assurance Authority
this requirement can be waived or confined to samples taken
from the production batch.

11
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LOCTITE CORPORATION 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD
NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111
EMERGENCY PHONE: (203) 278-12

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

ISSUED 2/28/91
21:23:40

TELEX: 275207
Page 1 of 3

I. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

Product Name:
Item No.t
Product Type:
Formula No.:

II. COMPOSITION

Ingredients
Ethyl cyanoacrylate
Ethylene copolymer rubber
CAR BON BLACK
PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE*
HYDROQUINONE
* This component is listed

Black Max(TM) Black Tough Adhesive
38061Cyanoacrylate
LO-863B

CAS No. Z

7085-85-0 85-90
54545-50-5 7-12
1333-86-4 1-3
85-44-9 0.1-1
123-31-9 0.1-0.5

as a SARA Section 313 Toxic Chemical.

III. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Vapor Pressure: Less than 0.2mm
Vapor Density: Approximately 3
oyubijitV in Water: Polymerized by water

Specific Gravity: 1.1
Boiling Point: More than 300"F
VolatiIe Or anic Compound

(ASTM D2369) Not available
Evaporation Rate
AEther - 1) Not available
H Does not apply ....pparace:Viscous. black liq~l

Oaor: Sharp, Irritating

IV. FLAMMABILITY AND EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES

Flash Point: 150 - 200*F Method: Tag C
Estimated NFPA Code:

Health Hazard: 2
Fire Hazard: 2
Reactivity Hazard: 2
Specific Hazard: No water

Estimated HMIS Code:
Health Hazard: 2
Flammability Hazard: 2
Reactivity Hazard: 2
Personal rotection: See Section X.

Explosive Limits:
Z by volume in afr)Lower 1.7Z Phthalic anhydride
Zy volume in ar) Upper 10.5Z Phthalic anhydride

lecommendeu
Extinguishinr Agents: Carbon dioxide, foam, dry chemicalHazard us Pro uc s Formed
by Fire or Thermal Decomp Irritating organic vapors

Unusual Fire or
Explosion Hazards: None

Compressed Gases: None
Pressure at Room Temp.: Does not apply

V. SPILL OR LEAK AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

Steps to be taken in case
of spill or leak: Flood with water to polymerize coml

polymer is non-hazardous.
Recommended methods
of disposal: Aftor uolyatrizatisn as aboyt, anci

losed Cup

pletely. Solid

inerate

VI. STORAGE AND HANDLING

Storage:
Handling:'

zol ~wlg zA. and localregulat ons. Pntnalicanhydr de is listed by EPA as hazardous waste.

PROCEDURES

Store below 75°F to maximize shelf life.
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. Avoid breathing
vapor.

VII. SHIPPING REGULATIONS

Type or Class

Proper Shipping Name

DOT: Not restricted (Less than or - I pint);
ORM-A (1 pint to 110 gallons) .

Combustible liquid (Greater tnan 110 gallons)
IATA: Unrestricted- DOT regulations apply in U.S.
DOT: Not restricted (Less than or = 1 pint):

ORM-A, n.o.s. (One pint to 110 gallons S
Combustible liquid, n.o.s. (More than 110

E-1



LOCTITE CORPORATION 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD
NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111
EMERGENCY PHONE: (203) 278-12"

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

Black Max(TM) Black Tough Adhesive
38061

ISSUED 2/28/91
21:23:40

TELEX: 275207

Page 2 of 3

Product Name:
Item No.$

VII. SHIPPING REGULATIONS (continued)

Identification Number:
DOT:
IATA:

gallons)(Ethyl Cyanoacrylate Solution)IATA: Unrestricte ; DOT regu ations apply in U.S.

NONE NA 1693 >lp. NA 1993 >llgals
NONE ID8027 (NA1643 Domestic Air Only) >16oz

VIII. REACTIVITY DATA

Stability: Stable
Hazardous Polymerization: Will Not Occur
Hazardous Decomposition
Products (non-thermal): None

Incompatability: Po ymerized by contact with water, alcohols,
amines, alkalies.

IX. EMERGENCY TREATMENT PROCEDURES

Ingestion:

Inhalation:
Skin Contact:
Eye Contact:

* X. PERSONAL PROTECTION

ERes:S in:

Ventilation:

XI. HEALTH HAZARD DATA

Toxicity:

Primary Routes of Entry:
Signs and Symptoms
o•Exposure:

Existing Conditions
Aggravated by Exposure:

Exposure Limits
Ingredients

Ethyl cyanoacrylate
Ethylene okolymer rubber
CAR•BN BLAC y
PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE

HYDROQUINONE

See supplemental page for emergency procedures.Obtain hedical attention.
Remove to fresh air. Treat symptomatically.
See supplemental page for emergency procedures.
See supplemental page for emergency procedures.
obtain medical attention.

Safety glasses or goggles.
Poyethylene gloves recommended. Do not use
cott on gloves.
Positive down-draft exhaust ventilation should be
Srovided to maintain vapor concentration belowLV.

Bonds skin rapidly and strongly.
Skin and eye irritant.
Est4mated oral LD 50 more than 5000 mg/kg
Estimated dermal LD50 more than 2000 mg/kg.
None known

Vapor is irritating to eyes and mucous membranes
above TLV. Prolonged and repeated overexposure to
vapors may produce allergic reactions with asthma-
like symptoms in sensitive individuals.

None known

ACGIH OSHA OTHER
(TLV) (TLV)

None None 2 ppm TWA
None None None
3.5 mg/m3 TWA 3.5 mg/m3 TWA 5ppm

i ppm TWA 2 ppm TWA None6. %g0m 6 mg~m3
2 mglm3 TWA 2 mglm3 TWA None

Literature Referenced Carcinogen
Ingredients Target Organ and Other Health Effects NTP IARC OSHA

Ethyl cyanoacrylate LUN NO NO NO
Ethylene copolymer rubber No Data NO NO NO
CARBON BLACK No Data NO N&A NO
PHTHALIC ANHYDRIDE IRR NO NO NO
HYDROQUINONE No Data NO N/A NO

Abbreviations

LNu Not Applicable IRR IrritantLN ung

XII. PREPARATION INFORMATION

Prepared By: Stephen Repetto
Title: Research Chemist Environmental Health & Safety
Coipany: Loctite Corp. 765 N. Mt. Rd, Newington, CT 06111
(24hr.n )Phone: (203) 278-1286
Revision Date: January 28, 1991 Revision: 0014
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LOCTITE CORPORATION 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD ISSUED 2/28/91
NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111 21:23:40
EMERGENCY PHONE: (203) 278-121 TELEX: 275207

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET Page 3 of 3

Product Name: Black Max(TM) Black Tough Adhesive
Item No.z 38061

Supplement

INFORMATION FOR FIRST AID AND CASUALTY ON TREATMENT FOR ADHESION OF
HUMAN SKIN TO ITSELF IF CAUSED BY CYANOACRYLATE ADHESIVES

Cyanoacrylate adhesive is a very fast setting and strong adhesive. It
bonds human tissue including sk n in seconds. Experience has shown
that accidents due to cyanoacrylates are handled best by passive, non-
surgical first aid. Treatment of specific types of accludents are
given below.

SKIN ADHESION
First immerse the bonded surfaces in warm soapy water. Peel or roll
the surfaces apart with the aid of a blunt edge, e.g. a spatula or a
teaspoon handle; then remove adhesive from the skin with soap and wa-
ter. Do not try to pull surfaces apart with a direct opposing action.

EYELID TO EYELID OR EYEBALL ADHESION
In the event that eyelids are stuck together or bonded to the eyeball
wash thoroughly with warm water and apply a gauze patch. The eye will
open without further action, typically in M- days. There will be no
residual damage. Do not try to open the eyes by manipulation.

ADHESIVE ON THE EYEBALL
Cyanoacrylate introduced into the eyes will attach itself to the
eye protein and will disassociate from it over intermittent periods,
generally covering several hours. This will cause periods of weeping
until c1larance is achieved. During the period of contamination
daoube vision may be experienced t5gether vith a lachrymatory etfect,
and It is important to understand tMe cause and realize that
disassociation will normally occur within a matter of hours, even with
gross contamination.
MOUTH
If lips are accidentally stuck together, apply lots of warm water to
the lips and encourage maximum wetting and pressure from saliva inside
the mouth. Peel or roll lips apart. Do noE try to pull the lips
with direct opposing action.
Ilf.s almost Impossoble to swallow cyanoacrylate. The adhesive soli-
difies and adheres in the mouth. Saliva wib1 lift the adhesive in 1/2
to 2 days. In case a lump forms in the mouth, position the patient 0o
prevent ingestion of the lump when it detaches.

BURNS
Cyanoacrylates give off heat on solidification. In rare cases a large
drop will increase in temperature enough to cause a burn.
Burns should be treated normally after the lump of cyanoacrylate is
released from the tissue as described above.

SURGERY
It should never be necessary to use such a drastic method to separate
accidentally bonded skin.
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LOCTITE CORPORATION 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD
NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111
EMERGENCY PHONE: (203) 278-1280

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

ISSUED 4/05/91
21:33:48

TELEX: 275207

Page 1 of 3

I. PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

Product Name:
Item No.:
Product Type:
Formula No.:

II. COMPOSITION

Ingredients

Polyyrethane methacrylate
resin

Hydroxyalkyl methacrylate
Hgher boiling methacrylate
Alkly methacrylate
ACRYLIC ACID*
Alkyl methacrylate
Subttituted a ilane
Photo initiator

* This component is listed

Im ruv(TM) Optically Clear UV Adhesive34331
UV Curing Adhesive
FMD-21B

CAS No. Z

Unknown 45-50
868-77-9 15-20
75662-22-5 20-25
142-90-5 5-15
79-10-7 5-7
2549-53-3 3-5
2530-83-8 1-3
947-19-3 1-3

as a SARA Section 313 Toxic Chemical.

III. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Vapor Pressure: Less than 10mm at 75"F
Vapor.Density: Not Available
So 1ub lty in Water: Slight
Specific Gravity: 1.02 at 68'F
Bofling Point: More than 300 F
Volatile Organic Compound

(ASTM D2369) 54.5Z
Evaporation Rate
(Ether - 1) Not available
SA : Not Applicable

Agpearance: Ogtically clearuort Snarp, •rritating

IV. FLAMMABILITY AND EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES

Flash Point: More than 200°F Method: Tag
Estimated NFPA Code:

Health Hazard: 2
Fire Hazard: 1
Reactivity Hazard: 1
Specific Hazard: Does not apply

Estimated HMIS Code:
Health Hazard: 2
Flammability Hazard: 1
Reactivity Hazard: 1
Personal Protection: See Section X.

Explosive Limits:
Z by volume in air) Lower 2.0Z Acrylic acid
2 by-volume in air)Upper 8.02 Acrylic acid

lecommenoea
Extinguishinu Agents: Carbon dioxide, foam, dry chemical

Hazardous Pro ucts Formed
by Fire or Thermal Decomp Irritating organic vapors.

Unusual Fire or
Explosion Hazards: None

Compressed Gases: None
Pressure at Room Temp.: Does not apply

V. SPILL OR LEAK AND DISPOSAL PROCEDgJrS

Steps to be takep in case
of spill or lea : Soak9uc v•th an inert absorbent.,

closed cup

3tore in partly
tilled, c o~eo container untli aisposal. Residue

Recommended methods may be cleaned with solvent.

of disposal: Incinerate following EPA and local regulations.

VI. STORAGE AND HANDLING PROCEDURES

Storage: Store below 11O0F to preserve shelf life.
Protect frgam light.

Handling: Keep away rom eyes. Avoid prolonged skin contact.
Avoid prolonged breathing of vapors.

VII. SHIPPING REGULATIONS

Type or Class DQT: Uuiqqjqvtq

ITA~i: YjRqpq;Faed E-4



LOCTITE CORPORATION 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD IS
NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111
EMERGENCY PHONE: (203) 278-12 TEJ

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

Impruv(TM) Optically Clear UV Adhesive3431

SUED 4/05/91
21:33:48

LEX: 275207

Page 2 of 3
Product Name:
Item No.:
VII. SHIPPING REGULATIONS

Proper Shipping Name
Idettifica ton Number:

DOT:
IATA:

(continued)

DOT and IATA: Unrestricted

None
None

VIII. REACTIVITY DATA

Stability: Stable
Hazardous Polymerization: Vill Not Occur
Hazardous Decomposition
Products (non-thermal): None

Incompatability " None

IX. EMERGENCY TREATMENT PROCEDURES

Ingestion: Do not induce vomiting. Keep individual calm.
Obtain medical attention.

Inhalation: Remove to fresh air. If symptoms persist, obtain
medical attention.

Skin Contact: Flush with water.
Eye Contact; Flush at least 15 minutes with water. Obtain medi-

cal attention.

X. PERSONAL PROTECTION
Eyes:

Ventilation:

XI. HEALTH HAZARD DATA

Toxicity:

Primary Routes of Entry:
Signs and Symptoms
o? Exposure:

Existing Conditions
Aggravated by Exposure:

Exposure Limits
Ingredients

Safety glasses or goggles mandatory.
Rubber or plastic gloves recommended.
Sufficient to maintain vapor concentration below
TLV.

Eye irritant. Possible skin irritant.
Estimated Oral LD greater than 5000 mg/kg.
Estimated Dermal LD50 greater than 20uu mg/kg.
Not Available

May cause dermatitis on prolonged contact in sen-
sitive individuals.

None known

ACGIH OSHA OTHER
(TLV) (TLV)

Polyurethane methacrylate
resin

Hydroxyalkyl methacrylate
H gher boiling methacrylate
AM _ 1 methacrylate
ACRYLIC ACID

Alkyl methacrylate
Substituted s lane
Photoinitiator

None
None
None
None
2 Cpm TWA
5 mg/m3
None
None
None

None None
None 3 ppm ceiling
None None
None 5Oppm
10ppm TWA skin 2ppm
30 mg/m3 skin
None 50 ppm
None None
None None

Literature Referenced Carcinogen
Ingredients Target Organ and Other Health Effects NTP IARC OSHA
Polyurethane methacrylate
resin No Data NO NO NO

Hydroxyalkyl methacrylate No Data NO NO NO
Higher boiling methacrylate No Data NO NO NO
Al y methacrylate No Data NO NO NO
ACRYLIC ACID IRR REP NO NIA NO
Alkyl methacrilate No Data NO N NO
Substituted s lane No Data NO NO NO
Photoinitiator No Data NO NO NO

Abbreviations
N/ Not Applicable

RE eproductive

XII. PREPARATION INFORMATION

Prepared By: Se
Title:
Company: Loi

IRR Irritant

ephen ReDetto
sbarch Chemist Environmental Health & Safety
ctite Corp., 765 N. Mt. Rd, Newington, CT 06111

E-5



LOCTITE CORPORATION 705 NORTH MOUNTAIN ROAD
NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06111
EMERGENCY PHONE: (203) 278-12

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET

ISSUED 4/05/91
21:33:48

TELEX: 275207

Page 3 of 3

Product Name: Im
Item No.: 34'

XII. PREPARATION INFORMATION

124hr.) Phone: 2evislon Datet •ia

ruv(TM) Optically Clear UV Adhesive
931

(continued)

04278-1280
03 05, 1991 Revision: 0012
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WEAPONRY

INC.

P eT NIGHT SIGHT

Mowry Custom Handguns
Specialty Shotgun Systems

m

il

XCLOSZD

Innovative Weaponry Inc. response

to NRC question: 11 - 116.

Inoludeds Attached Drawings

Attached Labels

Agreement State Licence

SRDL Supplement

337 Eubank NE 9 Albuquerque. N.M. 87123



NCR-i Describe the type (s) and model number(s) of the

device(s) Innovative Weaponry is registering. (Are sealed

sources being attached directly to permanent sights which

are attached to weapons? Are sealed sources being attached

to iron sights? etc.)

I.W.I. Reply-I All I.W.I devices are similar in that they

all contain one or more sealed sources mounted into "iron

sights" which are either OEM manufacture or are designed

and manufactured by I.W.I. If OEM sights are capable of

properly housing the sealed source, then installation is

done directly into them.(see installation procedure sheet

previously provided to NRC with initial application) If

OEM sight are not compatible, I.W.I. manufactures a proper

replacement type sight that will accept the sealed source

installation. In certain situations "iron sights" are not

separately attached to the weapon, but they are an

integral part of the weapon itself. In this case, I.W.I.

goes directly into the sight area of the weapon. All

installations use the same procedures.



A,

NRC-2 Explain how the device will be distributed to

Innovative Weaponry's customers.

I.W.I. Reply-2 I.W.I. does several type of device systems

(as-described in reply 11) but the process of installation

(description sent with initial application)

is always the same. Distribution to the customer is done

by (1) The customer sends his weapon to I.W.I. for direct

installation into the existing sights. (2)'I.W.I.

manufactures replacement "Iron Sights" which are packaged

for delivery to be properly installed by a competent

gunsmith. This allows I.W.I. to manufacture and provide a

night sighting system for virtually any small arms weapon

of today's market. All proper labeling (see Reply 18) and

instructions (see reply ll) are provided to the user.

I



. I.-

NRC- 3 List all types of weapons onto which the sights

will be attached

(handguns, shot guns, automatic weaponsetc.)

Z.W.I. Reply- 3 I.W.!. will produce or install (refer to

I.W.Z. reply 11) Night sights for the small arms world of

weapons and devices to include: Handguns, Shotguns,

Rifles, Automatic Weapons, Gas Launching Devices, Grenade

Launching Devices, other specialized and classified

military arms and devices.
I, .

. 7.•'
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-RC-4 Submit drawings of the devices to be registered.

The drawings must include all materials, dimensions and

tolerances. If the light sources are being attached to

permanently mounted sights, details of the mounting

including dimensions must be sumitted.

NRC-5 Provide drawings of how the sealed sources and

psights are to be mounted.

I.W.I. Reply-4&5 Regardless of which system l.W.X.

uses, the installation process is always the same.

The following drawings(see Drawing enclosed) show in

detail how the sealed sources are mounted:

All Handgun front sights, 3-dot rear sights, shotgun

sight, All specialty sight large dot sights ... See

Attached drawing 11

Bar Rear sight and Rifle front sight....

See Attached drawing 12

Rifle rear dot and all specalty sight small dot sights...

see attached drawing 13



KRC-6 Provide verification that the sealed sources to be

* used in the devices are registered with the NRC an

Agreement States. Submit the model numbers and drawings of

the sources to be used in thi devices.

/

I.W.I. Reply-6 New Mexico is an NRC Agreement State.

I.W.I. has a purchase and possession license from the NewI . Mexico Heath and Environment Dept. (copy Enclosed see

attachment number). All records and registrations are kept

in accordance with the requirements or this licence.

The SRDL model numbers of the sealed sources have been

previously submitted with the original application. Their

- drawings and descriptions, along with their testing

procedures are enclosed forthwith. (see Attachment to

SRDL)



0

. NRC-7 State the maximum activity of the sealed sources to

be used in the devices and the maximum combine activity

S"of the sealed sources to be use on each wea on.

I.W.I. Reply-7 The maximum activity pe single sourceAý

should not exceed forty (40) millicuries." I.W.I. requests

usage up to three(3) sources.. per weapon. This makes the

total combined maximum activity one hundred-Twenty(120)

Millicuries per weapon.



NRC-8 Provide an example showing how the sight and/or

weapons will be labelled.

I.W.I.Reply-8 Our Chemical Resistant label (Attached

Below) is self adhesive and attached externally on the
weapon itself. A label is provided with each sight set for

the-customer.

•--

U
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NRC-9 Demonstrate how the sights will meet the

requirements of 10 CFR part 32,. Section 32.32.

. .W.I. Reply-9 I.W.I. purchases Radioactive Material

(Tritium in form 3H2 or H3H) in sealed sources (laser

sealed borosilicate glass). External radiation exposure

* or internal contamination'is very unlikely. I.W.I. takes

maximum precaution.in handling during installation and

distribution, no breakage or fracturing occurs to allow

exposure. If during an uncontrollable situation exposure

occurs, Tritium (H derivative) will dissipate into the

upper atmosphere very quickly. I.W.I has a specific area

in which all storage and installation is performed. If

exposure occurs, the area is immediately vacated and

properly ventilated for a minimum of 30 minutes. (this is

per Dept of Energy facilities requirements)

Because of the low amount of activity contained in a

single sealed source, exposure of or dose ingested is very

minimal for any individual involved in production,

* marketing or user of said product. I.W.I. takes every

precaution in installation, no exposure should occur to

the individuals involved in distribution or user of our

.finished products', under normal circumstances.
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NRC-10 Provide a copy of Innovative Weaponry's quality

assurance and control procedures and their leak test

procedures.

I.W.I. Reply-10 I.W.I. assures the utmost quality

products manufactured and work performed. In the

production of our night sights, we have taken every step

possible to assure the highest quality and the safest

sight available to the market today. Our sealed sources

are totally encased by a shock absorbing material. Every

effort is taken to eliminate any possibility of a fracture

under any usage normal to the weapon to which they are

installed. We purchase the highest quality sealed sources

available in the world. (See Specifications and Test-SRDL

supplement).

A
J tý 0;4Z



NRC-li Provide a copy of the product bochure to be

supplied to the device users.

* I.W.I.. Reply-li I.W.1. Product User Brochure

* ^(Attached Below)

A NOTI TO OUR CUzTOImER .

TRANX YOUI for purchasing 1-T WG!T ,IG!T,. You are now I
* the owner of the most advanced night eight made today.

WARXrZI31 Please observe the instructions below.

CAUTIONS Do not immerse into cleaning solutions or dunk
tank for a prolonged period of time. Prolonged exposure
to cleaning solvents may effect adhesives. Also,
prolonged exposure to ultra-sound cleaning is not
recommended.

'. NORXAL GUN CLIA=XNG BOLV=Tg WILL NOT AyNTCT TIN EZORTS.

Do not expose to extremely high temperatures encountered
•". in finishing and plating procedurese.

P-T, ight Sighjli contain Tritium. Purchaser is exempt from
[Tr•mt has ean relatively lov biological L1sard because of

Its low energy-level beta radiation and because, being a
gas it is quioly dispersed should it be released., ]
if a Tritium tube becomes accidentally broken# ventilate
and leave the area for a Minix=u of 30 minutes,

.j;; This Package conforms to the conditions and limitations
s specified in 49 CFR 173.422 for excepted radioactive
material, instruments and articles UN2911.

15 year warranty. Satisfaction Guaranteed1 ~ REUIZ.LN87 Please Call Vt334-3573 'P
C• .1



-• NRC-12 Provide verification that all prototype test are

performed with the sights attached to the weapon which

will have the most detrimental effects.

I.W.I. Reply-12 All of IWI's night sights are designed for

a particular weapon type, and do not interchange with

other weapon types. Thus, it is most effective to do the

testing with the sight on the weapon that it was designed

for. We feel the testing demonstrates that our sights

withstand greater than normal, up to, and including

extreme heavy abuse, which in most cases would render the

weapon useless. As with any manufacturer we feel a product

cannot be'designed that will withstand all circumstances.

However, our sights do withstand more abuse than will

occur to any weapon during normal usage, up to and

including extreme abuse.

'.. - .



NRC-13 Submit the details of evaluations performed after
the prototype testing. Include the leak test which are
preformed.
I.W.Z.Reply-13 Enclosed are the details C Refer to test
Evaluation sheet #13A-E ) for test evaluation of prototype
testing. Also enclosed (see SRDL supplement Attached) are
the sealed source manufacturer's tests performed before
actual delivery of the sealed sources to our facility.

- ,.,~ '.,
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NCR-14 Describe for the chemical test how the chemicals

submitted in your August 8, 1991 letter compare to

trichioromethane. Why is 20 minutes of soaking considered

a sufficient amount of time?

I.W.I., Reply-14 The emicals used in the test are common

chemicals, as st d in the "test nam e"- section. since

L 0 ,.C......

Trichioromethaine, CHCL.3) is chloroform and is highly

-suspected carcinogenic, per N.T.P. and I.A.R.C., we feel

this is not a common chemical and did not conduct testing

on this chemical.

In normal testing we try to duplicate actual gun cleaning

* procedures with actual products for that purpose.

Initial guidelines were established at 24 hours for these

product test. We there after established our test criteria

to better typify actual cleaning procedures, which we
felt 30 minutes would be a minimutacceptable level. n re

.. Io Rely14edinte es ae omo

conclusion was no notable difference between 30 minutes

and 24 hours.



le

NCR-15 For the thermal test, submit more detail of how the
IMPRUV appears to separate from the sight.

I.W.I. reply- 15 Refer to Attachment sheet 113-C

( Test Evaluation-Thermal Abuse)

.~4.



NRC-16 For the hot acid test, explain what would happen to

- the sight if it were subjected to temperatures of 300

degrees F for 35 minutes.

I.W.Z. Reply-16 Although normal Black oxide .(common gun

term,"bluing") finish process is done at the 260-265 *-

'degrees r For 20 minutes, temperature could possibly climb

to 295-300 degrees P if care is not taken by the operator.#

Although no damage was detected in our test, we feel it is,
.possible to damage the IMPRUTV and/ or BlACK M(AX adhesionii. if the sights are subjected-to excessive temperatures for
any length of time. This is why we strongly advise-not to
submit the sights to these conditions in our product user

brochure (see I.W.I. Reply 111). Even though the bonding

could become damaged, no damage will occur to the sealed

source itself.

st..
•-I ." .-o

'. . C, . : . • . . .
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ATTACJD(ENT SHEET 113-A

*Chemical (common) test*
.4

TEST EVALUATION

testing was completed, the sights were visually

for illumination and any other form of

on. None of the products show any effects on the

ion materials, sights themselves, or to the

urces,

t of this test is to ensure that the common

solvents and/or chemicals that are likely to be

ur sights will not effect the function or

a of our sights.
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ATTACHMENT SHEET 113-B

* Recoil Shock Test* S,.

0

TEST EVALUATION

After testing, the sights were left on the weapon for

aprox, 4 weeks. The weapons were visually inspected on a

daily basis with no evidence of failure of any kind

detected. The sights were removed from the weapons, then

placed in a labeled, sealed container, and they are still

being shown as samples on a frequent basis.

r,'.
6 -
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ATTACHMlENT SHEET I 13-C

*Thermal Abuse*

P4 TEST EVALUATION

I* After the testing.,the sights were allowed to cool

Then the IMPROV was probed to see if adhesion failed

that point. The conclusion was that it still had adhei

qualities. The surface, or skin, of the I.PROV appea

to distort or refract the light, causing a dark ring

around the edge of the material.

2. The sights were then immersed in loctite flushing

Solvent 112121 (Methylene Chloride) to remove the IMPI

and .LAC.AX. This took aprox. 24 Hours, at which ti.

were able to inspect the sealed source for damage. No

damage was detected.

A"' o * . ' ... , . ', , ,
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ATTACHMENT SHEET I 13-D

* Drop Test*

TEST EVALUATION
•-• After testing, the sights were inspected for damage and

illu mi nat ion. Tests conclude that no damage had occured,

.': and they were placed,in a labeled sealed, sealed

:container, and are still being shown as samples on a

" frequent basis.

41 '.
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fv ATTACHMENT SHEET 113-E

7* *Hot Acid Tank*

TEST EVALUATION

once the testing had been completed,the sights were

immersed in Loctite flushing solvent 0 12121 (Methylene

Chloride) to remove the Impruv And Blackinax. When the

sealed sources were analized, using a visual magnafication

d eviceD no, deteriation or visual effects were detected to

the sealed'sources.,The sealed sources were then placed in

~ : a 'labeled, sealed container for periodic inspection.

Tests conclude no effect on sealed source or installation

- .,procedures.

9A. -
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Page I of Z

;••-•_ __!J•'•-'• -aL..ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENT DIVISION
RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL LICENSE

ENVIRONMENTALTH ,MmeOEVEETDV

- Pursuant to the New Mexico Radiation Protection Act of 1971. and the Radiation Protection Regulations Pan 3, and in roeance on
statements and represnitations heretofore made by the license designated below, a license is hereby t.usd authorizing such

- licensee to transfer, receive, posess and use the radioactive manterial() designated below; and to use such radioactive materials
for the purpose(s) and at the place(s) designated below. This license Is subject to all applicable rules, regulations, and orde rs now
or hereafter in eflect, of the New Mexico HED Environmental Improvement Division and to any conditions specified below.

,,A. ajCuiaL& PAMIL

Inne8VatlVe Wespenry, Inc.

a.1LCLN55. huMBtLA

NNM. 1W6S-03

Sa. ACRILIS 4. WIRAXTiOtE DAT9

337 Embiank N.C. Suite 103 January 31, 1023
Albuquerque. MM 87123

S. Pn9V1OuS/QTb"ft UC9NS9 NUM11111

11111IWIGS-00 through NHX-IWI-GS-02

36. TL~LAPniOL NO. A1. AC'TVAJ LOCATION. OF GPLAATIOF4

(so~ze~as j337 Embank N.E. Suite 103. Albuqulerque. NM4 $1223.

6. MAAiOACTIVIC MATILAIAL.5 1. c"-LMiCA.6 of pNY~icA4. PoAMe A. MAXIMUM QUANTITY Lienme may o.U
loYwmet &no Rm owmaer

A. Hydrogen 2. A. Sealed sources
(Sanvaders-Rot Model
Prk-eo0/G/zo0 or mI

Nicretec A.G. Nedel

400 series).

&I ny l am liive

A. Not to exceed 250
curies total. Not to
e*ceed 30 mitticuries
per source or 90 stlll"
curies per weapon.

9. Autheriled use.

A.. for possession sad Installation of sealed inserts to be used In oun sights.

10. She licensee shall comply with the provisions of Forts 3. 4 end 10. New Mexico
Radiation Protection Regulations.

11, Licensed materiol shall be used by, or under the supervision of lorry Mowry,
Pratt dent.

12. The Director of the Divisioe or his authorlsed representatives shall be allowed to
enter the premises snd inspect the radiatle related activities at Ali times.
failure of the licensee to admit the Director er his authorized representatives
shall constitute 11rounds for issuouce of am immediate cease and desist order.

21. Sealed sources contelalan licensed material shall Not be opened.

[lo 017 Movevi /i1d
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AT=$: Susan

Cozase
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Us. as
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Xedica

PeT NIGHT SIGHT

Mowry Custom Handguns
Specialty Shotgun Systems

~b3-2' /-6-

October 24, 1991 3
J.. yf

I

alatory Commission

D.C. 20555

L. Green

cial section

Il, Aoadenioand Commercial

Ifety Branch

on of Industrial'and

Il Nuclear satety,'XBS

I1" Dear Ms Green,

:: .rncn is our response to your letter oated October 4

1991 requesting more information regarding our applicat

for amendment of our license. In response to page one o

your letter, you are correct in that we wish to both

install our tritium system into existing (original)

sights, and to manufacture our own replacement sights w

our tritium insert system installed. Our fabrication an

installation of the tritium sources is the same process

for either system. You are correct in that we do not wi

to distribute our tritium inserts to other specific

licensees.

-.q08015o277 $209 11

' pDROFO1-A pDR . "

S1NDON9• 337 Eubank NE * Albuquerque, N.M. 87123
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I.

V.;

In regards to the archery sight pins, I would like to with

draw this request at the current time; At a later date,

we will file a letter of request for amendment to

distribute this product. At that time we will include all

descriptions, drawings, tests, specifications, etc. for

this product. At present, I would like all efforts

concentrated on the gun sight license amendment.

The following pages include our response to the

requirements set forth in 10 CFR 32.22 32.23, 32.24 and

32.25 along with response to your questions and requests

in your letter.

Thank you for expiditing this response of application for

amendment, as it is of utmost importance to the welfare of

our company. If you, or. anyone, has a question concerning

this response, Please contact me or Mr. Jim Hall at (505)

296-4645.

Sincerely,

Barry wy- isident
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NRC-l

I "G

Your August 28,1991, letter indicates that the

tritium sources will be mounted in one of

three configurations(drawingsl-3). It also

indicates that the sources will either be

mounted in permanently fixed sights on

weapons or in removable type sights.

For sources mounted in permanently fixed

sights. Please provide the model number

classification for each type of mournting

configuration and provide a detailed list of

the types of weapons to which each mounting'

configuration applies and will be prototype

tested against.

RZ~

, 0

PLY-#1(A) In permanently fixed sights, one of three

model numbers (see drawing number RBI010,

RDIl1l, SIC123 Attachment Number One (1) will

be installed. The installation must moet all

requirements in dimensions and tolerances. If

requirements are met, this installation

process can, and will be used for all weapons

including handguns, shotguns, rifles, and

specia~l classified milLtary arms. For

"_ ot•ot-pe --tests, see Attachment Number Five.



( () For removable sights, please provide drawings

and model numbers for each sight you intend

to manufacture. The drawings should specify

model numbers, dimensions including

tolerances, and mounting aetails. A detailed

list of the types of weapons to which each

sight model will be attached should also be

submitted. In addition, you should specify

the minimum sight material thickness

surrounding the sealed source and identify

the material from which the sights are made.

For removable sights and Bights manufactured

by IWI, one of three types of installations

will be used. (see Drawing numbers RDII1,

RDI010, SIC123 in attachment number one(l)

The sights specifications, dimensions, and

tolerances are shown on drawing numbers

HFS100, HRSOO1 HRS002 (see Attachment

number one (1) for drawings). All the

sights mount in the normal procedure of

gunsight installation(note-sight packaging

card requesting gunsmith

installation-attached

REPLY 11 (B)

I

' " ..

low
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RIPLY-1 2

Provide detailed drawings, showing dimensions

including tolerances, and model numbers of the

tritium source tobe used in the sights.

Enclosed are drawings(see attachment 12)

from the manufacturer( Saunders-Roe

Developments Limited).of the sealed sources.

Also enclosed in'the attachment are the

American Standards and UK Standards to which

each sealed source must pass before delivery.

to us. In addition, each source must pass a

final scintillation test before shipment.

9 -
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In your letter of August 28, 1991, you

indicate that the maximua activity of each

tritium source is to be 40 millicuries and

".the maximum activity per weapon is to be 120

millicuries. We note that-these activities

are different from what you are currently

authorized for. Please clarify.

Reply-1 3 Because our original license is for.30

millicuries per source and 90 aillicuries per

veapon, and our application for amendment

dated April 17,1991 states the same, I would

like to vithdrav the request for the

increase stated in our reply letter dated

August 28, 1991 as I feel the-original

request is sufficient for all our

applications. I hope this simplifies this

matter.

.t.
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Paragraph 32.22 (a)(2)(x). 10 CFR Part 32,

requires that the labels be durable and

and legible, contain ihe identification

of the manufacturer or initial transferor,

and the byproduct material in the product.

Show how you intend to meet these.

requirements for removable sights.

Indicate the locations where you will label

weapons with permanently fixed sights and

describe the durability characteristics of

this label.

We have chosen to permanently stamp our logo

(registered Trademark) and Tritium symbol

(M3) into all sights and/or weapons. (see

sample attachment number six (6).on all

sights'manufactured by IWI, the stamping

will be directly on an exposed surface. On

permanently fixed sights either the sights

(If possible) or the frame of the weapon will

will be stamped on an exposed surface.

. "
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You must demonstrate that the sights will"
meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 32,
Section 32.23. This must be accomplished by

explaining all scenarios in which person may

be in contact with the sights, such as

loading of packages of'sights warehousing of

sights, persons using the sights, etc.

Indicate, in detailed calculations, the doses

which persons involved in each scenario may

receive and show that the doses will not

exceed those specified in section 32.23.

Refer to our reply to 32.22(A)(2) part (xiii)

and (xiv).



Reply 0 £
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Submit quality assurance and quality control

procedures which Innovative Weaponry. viii.

follow to ensure that all sights will Continue

to meet the appropriate specifications@

See Quality Assurance and control

(QA/QC) Department Manual.

(ATTACHMENT I 3)
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Provide more complete information concerning

prototype testing. Vote that prototype te.t

must be performed with each model night'

attached to the weapon which will have the

"most detrimental effects.

Provide details of prototype testing

performed. Why you believe this weapon would'.

result in.most detrimental impact, and the

results as required in paragraph

32.22(A)(2)(xii), 10 CFR part 32.'

Provide assurance that the prototype testing

demonstrates the typicalenvironments which

the sights may experience. If the sights

may experience environmental conditions

which exceed those experienced during

prototype testing explain the effects of these

environments on the sights and why such

environments'will not risk the source or

dislodge the source from the weapon.

For all the details of the prototype test and

results (see Attachment Number Five (5))
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•'+;•. NRC.-I. S Explain how you arrived at the conclusion that

,:.'": ,. :•-/ th"e results after 30.minutes of chemical tuig

I-. .. representative of 24 hours when also indicated

-. • that 24 hours of exposure to methylene chloride

will remove the Improv and BLACIOAX.

e"ply- We used 30 minutes as a basi- for our'tests,

.. .• because if a chemical i going to attack a'

.. surface or a material, reaction" would start

within this time period. No commercial labeled

gun cleaning solvent affected the installed.
, source in any manner. However there are harsh

chamicals'(ethyl Ethyl..Ketone, Methylene
.. chloride, Acetone, Trichloroethylene).'

that if prolonged exposure (12.Hours or more)

occurs could possibly damage the clarity, of

the lensing (Loctite Impruv 349) or even

attack the adhesive (Loctite Blake Max 386).

In our product brochure (Refer. to Q&A Number

II) we warn againat usage of 'said harsh

chemicals.,

+;.. •. ... ... ..• .... ..

4'•"f '/+./:+ ++. ..
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and an extreme
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*• -: NrC•-•cI hDescribe thelf

paoul cleanli

acryquiring# uIs

Sinwe hvfound test

ap thoing atelyE3

f*ceecl Tasriphss

Sonductar clurnil

w er aloaquicky re

tesined our teith

wihabsolumtelyC
cNon• n oc trinhl

. .alsogr acnliwed

Federal Governun

.. in most statesol

• 'I' ;•

:U

fects of trichloroothylene, a

ng solvent, on the'sights.

ne is a highly toxic chemical

Lrritant to the skin. After.

Lnformation (see Attachment# 4)

rents marketed for gun cleaning,

•s chemical not to be used in

id for the weapons industry. The

•rosthane is commonly used in

solvents. This chemical reacts

;ually in less than 5 minutes.

we performed were for

minutes with no affects, I

kd any activity of chemical

ieapon cleaning.

1.this chemical in pure. form and

:s for the period of one hour

no effect in any manner..,

)roothylen*:.This product is no

to be-used as a solvent by the

ant and its'use is not permitted
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easF fr et 30 dgran ti d periods of. toi20

• Y•:"..- .., -, . -. te...tu e' is.65 to.6

Iuin the blc ox aiihich payoccur.
R:e.l.y,,,;..h pocs o bakiheat or.a t ireti

-submersion ofprt

meta lhi startiton rust..rod ... ,e pe ud not th 20

minues. The orma tamsta ore 6 the 26

adegresio oF. thedvce th a s in anyeleaye rffsted

Breauseiofther dnramagent the meatalr thir finis

'w ll crat the stee to rust 4r"e r"" ""o",i.,:, .,,,. r

retaluire 'starit cotrol rus feroel bthaote weat

beyond any finisher's processing in our test.*
: 4.,

• ,, • ."A 1 •. . : , • • . . .
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ntC-1 11' The product brochure provided to the user of.
• '"the sights should include clear instructions

• . ;'.., : , . .•

1.4. for care of the sights. Wording such as"...

prolonged periods'of time "and "normal.

Cleaning fluids",must be clarified if the

results of not folloving the instructions will

be detrimental to the sights..

'"'i'. Reply# 2.1 Attached is a copy of" our new product

... . brochure. we'have reworded it to be more.

specific.|•.*.

. •. .

.- , .... . ..

•A• •. • • " . ....
.. jig.,• ; . .'V - . : .". <'
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PlOTOTiPI T32ITZNO: Sight devices manufactured by
Innovative Weaponry Inc. containing sealed source inserts.

PROTOTYPI TISTXNG: Sealed source inserts installed into

original equipment manufacturers (OEM) might devices.

.4
X e

XX.

Zile

XVO

PlOTOTYPX UT3ITNGS

PROTOTYPS TSNITNG#

PROTOTYPS TXlTING:

PROTOTYPE TESTING:

Description

Criteria

Evaluations

Suzzary

5'
Nj



4flOTTOTYPZ TITING DISCRIPTION

I Vlý , .... - I : ., -

Y.
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j~.c

P-T machined steel sight sets containing sealed source

inserts in a Bar-Dot and 3-Dot arrangement were subjected

to a battery of test procedures.

P-T application of sealed source inserts were installed

into original manufacturers iron sights (0OE) in a Bar-Dot

and 3-Dot configuration and were subjected to a battery of

test procedures.

The purpose of these applications and test procedures was

to evaluate the integrity of these devices for safe and

sound distribution.

Prototype Tests:

(a) Not oid•

(5) Thermal

(C) Drop

(3) $book

(1) Chenioal

These particular prototype tests were selected because of

their similarity to actual environmental conditions in

which devices would be or could be subject to.

special attention was paid to adherence criteria to better

underscore safety reauirements.
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Prototype Testing Description: Continuation

NOT ACZD TZITt [Common Hot Bluing (Black Oxide)

procedure] This is a standard procedure used frequently

and is applied to firearms and firearm related parts.

This procedure is used to coat bare metals to protect

against rust, wear etc. and also acts as an esthetic

<synonym - finish>. The solution consists of water, Sodium

Nitrate, Hydrochloric Acid and Sulfuric Acid. Ingredients

are heated to 250 degrees F - 280 degrees F for a period

not to exceed 25 minutes. Prototypes were subjected to

this procedure in varying applications.

TEERALS Prototypes were subjected to temperature

variations to evaluate thermal influences. A battery of

tests involving Refrigerant R-502 was introduced to

prototypes to exemplify cold conditions.

In correlation with the hot acid test, prototypes were

introduced to hot environments which typified normal to

beyond normal conditions.

DROP: Prototypes mounted and unmounted to firearms were

dropped from heights ranging from 3 feet to 10 feet onto a

hard unfinished concrete surface. Inspections and

evaluations were preformed initially and after 1 week of

elapsed time.
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.Shocks This battery of testing was indeed the most

extensive* P-T manufactured sight set with sealed source

inserts were mounted onto firearms for test fire and

recoil evaluations. P-T sealed source inserts and

applications were also applied to.original manufacturers

sights. P-T sealed source insert configurations, Bar-Dot

and 3-Dot were evaluated for any evidence that these

applications would not withstand shock and detrimental

forces experienced in firearm usage both normal and

excessive. Firearms and ammunitions that were selected,

depict the highest degree of pressures and recoil that

could be experienced..

Chenicalt Prototype sight set were subjected to chemical

solutions designated for firearm cleaning and maintenance

Evaluations were made to determine the effects if any to

the sight device and the application of the sealed source

insertions.



. PROTOTYPI TESTING CRITIRIA:

(a) 1DunzNc3

CC) LINIING'

(D).'. .$5fLI .OURC• ZCLO.URI•

S, •3) I RON Blom!

(7) .Z3LID BOURCRI XNTIGRITY YIRI1ICATION T3T

(A) ADCIXC "This test is devised to provide

information regarding adhesives (Blackrax Dow Corning

734) used to bond sealed sources to iron sights. Sights

are inspected under microscopic -magnification (30X) f or

visual of bonding stress# adhesive deterioration or other

signs of failure. Insert areas are then probed with

dental pick or similar device, to check bonding qualities.

Results are then classified as Positive or Negative.

Positive denoting acceptable results. Negative denoting

unacceptable results.

p
5

q ~-

-'-'V

41

QI

(3) ILLUXIMTION - Sights are inspected in lighting

conditions that vary from normal room lighting to total

darkness. Inserts are inspected with the naked eye and

under 30X magnification. Inserts are compared with now

sealed source inserts that have passed the QA/QC

procedures for new sealed source inspection. Results are

then classified as Positive or Negative. Positive
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denoting acceptable results. Negative denoting

unacceptable results.

(C) LE•SIO - This test Is designed to offer data

concerning the condition of sealed source lensing

procedure. Lens area is inspected under 30X magnification

for signs of discoloration, fatigue, surface pitting or

any other visually detectable breakdown.

Results are then classified as Legative Effect or Pomitive

Effect. Positive Effect denoting unfavorable or

unacceptable results, Negative Effect denoting favorable

or acceptable results.

(D) 8EXLRD SOURCE ENCLOBURZB - This procedure consists of

inspection of sealed source enclostres. Visible area of

enclosure is inspected under 30X magnification for signs

of cracking, fatigue and any other visually detectable

breakdown. Results are then classified as Xegative Effect

or Positive Effect. Positive Effect denoting unfavorable

or unacceptable results, Negative Effect denoting

favorable or acceptable results.

(E) IRON 2ZOT- Sight set is inspected for any signs of

defect. Articulations or mounting specifications are

checked for correct tolerance. Tension of set screws are

measured. Results are then classified as Negative Effect

or Positive Effect. Positive Effect denoting unfavorable



or.. unacceptable results,

favorable or acceptable resull

Negative Effects denoting

• I

(7) SEALED SOURCE ZINEGRITY VEIZFICATZON TENT [SSZVTJ

Sights are places in Acetone. This chemical removes the

Impruv lensing material and the Loctite BlackMax so the

sealed source may be removed for microscopic inspection.

The tube in immersed in water containing a high

concentration of purple dye, the water & dye mixture is

approximately 70 degrees F. The temperature of the tube,

dye & water is then brought to approximately 34 degrees F.

If the integrity of the sealed source vile has been

compromised then internal pressure of the vile will have

equalized with atmospheric conditions. The cooling of the

vile will cause a contraction of the molecules inside the

vile i.e. drawing the tainted solution into the vile

making readily visible under microscopic conditions.

Results are classified as PASS or FAIL.



.•-." PTROTOTE TIBTING: SELD SOURCE INSTALLATIONS INTO
OR.IGOAL MAKU'ACTURIRS STEEL SIGT BSITS (OX|.

-DECRIPION O SIGNT IT:s OEM Smith & Wesson Model 4506

DATE 07 T8T: 5-05-91

CATE-ORY: ShockS..... ...

DISCRIPTIO• O T2ST: The objective of this testing
procedure is to evaluate our sealed source installations

ntom original sight set which are delivered on firearms
f.rom makojomanufacturers. P-T "Bar-Dot" sealed source
configuration was installed into front and rear sight set
of the Smith & Weasson .45 ACP model 4506. 1000 rounds of
factory loaded Winchester 230 grain Ball were fired in a
continuous process. Pauses were facilitated to reload

'ammunition into magazines.

(CD,•'C) - Positive
:'• • (BY :•i XLZUXMTIGTON Poslitive

••i.:.•:•,(.C).,. • . -()•. L sZV81N - N~egati.ve Effect

• •SEALD) ED,. OURCE NCLOBOIS Negative effect
., ) RO SIG' T - Negative Effect

(7) SEALED SOURCE INTEGRITY VtRITTI0N TEST Pass

CONCLUSIONS: Given the results of this test, we conclude
that the ."Bar-Dot" configuration sealed source insertion
sustained no detrimental effects when installed into OEM
Smith & Wesson sights. The sealed sources withstood shoco"Nf.. forces during normal and beyond normal up to and includini
excessive usage. Normal is termed relat ve in accordance
with established standards and natural procedures i.e.
natural or usual usage.

.4%A•'•.• .... ,-:,:. . 74,
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' lOTOTYPX TETZNIGt BZALED SOURCE INSTALLATZONS ZITO
ORZGZINAL )CANUJACTURIMI STSIL SIGIT SITS [Ora].

DISCRZITION O IZONT SIT$ OEM Smith Wesson Model 4506

.- -.DAT. 01. TEST: 8-05-91

CATGOCRYS'Shock

DISCRZPTION 07 TESTt The objective of this testing
- rocedure is to evaluate our sealed source installations

y.•,. t tr aoriginal sight set which are delivered on firearms
mfrom major anufacturers. P-T "3-Dot" sealed source

configuration was installed into front and rear sight set
or the Smith & Waeson .45 ACP model 4506. 1000 rounds of
factory loaded Winchester 230 grain Ball were tired in a
continuous process. Pauses were facilitated to reload

- ammunition into magazines.I

'1 ~'

.1.~

Ii

4. 4

4-f

ZXSPXC•ZON1 -
(A) ADnflucC - Positive
(2) ZLLUXIXXTZON - Positive
(c) Uinsiv - Negative Effect
(D).. BSEALD NOuxCI ENCLOSURS - Negative effect
(X) ZRON SIGT - Negative Effect
(1) SIALID SOURCE ZXTEGRIT? VIRZZXCATZOU TIST - Pass

CONCLUSIONS: Given the results of this test, we conclude
that the "3-Dot" configuration sealed source insertion
sustained no detrimental effects when installed into OEM
Smith & Wesson sights. The sealed sources withstood shock
forces during normal and beyond normal up to and including
excessive usage. Normal is termed relative in accordance
with established standards and natural procedures i~e.
natural or usual usage#



PROTO-Y,! TBSTINGS SElLIED BOURC. INBThLLITIT10 INTO
ORIGINAL. XNANACTURZIR 8TZZ1 SIONT SETS [OX].

DZICRIPTION OF DIGIT iT? .OE:t Smith & Wesson Model 1006

SDATZ 017 UTIT 8-n03-91

CATZOORY: Shock

DZ5CRIPTXOII 07 TUST: The objective of this testing
9.. rocedure in to evaluate our sealed source installations

int orginl niht etwhich are delivered on firearms
V••...• froeur Ma soeaut ursae ore Isaled tiourc

f rom major manufacturers. P-T "Bar Dot" sealed source
I r !v•, configuration was installed into front and rear eight set
........ of the Smith A Wesson 0101 Mod. 1006s. 1000 rounds. of

factory loaded Federal 155 qrain OJHP were fired in a
continuous process. Pauses were facilitated to reload
ammunition into magazines..

$X7

.'Dr.

p .~ . -

INSPE.CION$ . ..
(A) ADIRIcnC - Positive-
(D) ILLUXXXATXOX - Positive
(C) LIMING - Negative Effect
(D) SEAILD SOURCE INCLOSUUM - Negative effect'
(N) IROM 2IXIT - Negative Effect
(1) SE3ALD SOURCE INTIGRITY VZIRXCATXIOM TEST - Pass

.. , .. • , , . , S . .4 , . . . ..

CONCLUXXONS2 Given the results of this test, we conclude
that the "Bar-Dot" configuration sealed source insertion
sustained no detrimental effects when installed into OE0
Smith & Wesson sights. The sealed sources withstood shock
forces during normal and beyond normal up to and including
excessive usaqe. Normal is termed relative in accordance
with established standards and natural procedures i.e.
natural or usual usage.

. I

I



V,•.. ...- no-o.YPU .TIMING I UD .OU , .. •,..LLT•TON• .NTO
ORI GINAL-: -AMUACTURZRB STEEL TI• GI,-i -T SETS -o:j --
DISCRIPTION OF BIG"? INTl 0E4 Smith & Wasson Model 5906:

- . ' - +. '. #-. 

.+l 
. • • . . . . .. .• •+ .. .. • • .

-4 •,:+ DISCRrIPION+OF TZITI +The ob01o-ive of thi
p' -. procedure in to evaluate our toaled source installations'nto original aight set -Which are delivered on firearmsfrom major manufacturers, P=T "Bar Dot" sealed sourceconfiguration was installed into front and rear eight setof - the Smith & Wasson 9 M Nodel 5906. 1000 rounds of-.... factory loaded Winchester 115 grain FNJ were fired in acontinuous process, Pauses Vere facilitated to rel.ad£ ammunition into magaz:ines.

+.+• :•. . .; ,'-- ,: . *+... .

XNEPBCTXONt ..

+.(A), ADx Z . Positive
(S); XILLUXIATIoX - Positive
(C), LZNSING - Negative EffectMYD), NSALID sOURCn ENCLOSUKU - Negative effect

'. 5N," , (3). IRON SIGN? - Negative Effect
(1) 8111J= SOIURCE INTEGRIT? VRIFICATION TEST -Pass

CONCLUSIONs: Given the results of this test, We concludethat.:the "Bar-Dot" configuration sealed source insertion
sustained no detrimental effects when installed into OEMI Smith A Wesson Sights., The sealed sources withstood shockforces during normal and beyond normal up to and includingexcessive usage.. Normal. is termed relative in accordanceesithsed standards and natural procedures ie~ natural, or usual usage,

V+" ' L: .'*,+. . ' , 4

• s.M• ..- ., . .- • .. . ,: • . " ..
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. PROTOTYP2--T1TXViM BUflLD BOURCEI NSTALLATIONS ZINTOO '~ RIGIM 111KANU7ACTt7U8 ZUTUL SIGN? SITU COEN~oe

- ..,. --

* DZSCRIPI'TON .F SIGN? 2N? OEM Smith &Wasson Model 4006*
DATE 07 TESTS' 6-06-91'

*'3"... . e..• * .. •~OC •

DZ.CR.PTZIO.•F-0- T1,T, The. objective- of this testing' 4 -procedure is to evaluate our-sealed source installations
nto -. original sight met which are delivered on firearms• 0 from major manufacturers. P-T "Bar Dot* sealed source. .. configuration wa installed intofront and rear.sight setof:the Smith & Wesson 40 S&W Model 4006@ 1000 rounds offactory loaded Winchester 155 grain STHP were fired in acontinuous Prcesse Pauses ware facilitated to reloadammunitio nto magazines.

VvV

, ; " , :. :.....,"

.... -- Z ICTIONI
3 (A). ADIUUNCZ Positive

(3, I... LLUXUTION - Positive
(". LININ - Negative EffectZ (D) MEALLED 2OURCE EMCLOSURUU Negative effect3)IRON SIGN? - Negative Effect
(1). SEALED SOURCE INTEGRITY VIRIFICATION TZlT -Pass

CONCLU".0ONIU GivenOthe resultsaof this test,: we conclude.,'that the "Bar-Dot" configuration sealed source insertionI ., I.. ...- - sustained no detrimental effects when installed into OEM
- Smith & Wasson sights.* oThe sealed sources withstood shockforces during normal and beyond normal up to and includingexcessive usage*-. Normal is termed relative in accordancewith established standards and natural procedures i.e.natural or usual usage

L V

, . .-.

:.1  : _. . ':• ," ' . .. , . .,,,•• ',9".".'.°.-4 . . " .

*1 -. r' , z j.. /...,-
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... ...~;. , 4 , 'ir . t. - .

" . PROTOTYPE ... T.N. I S...D SOURCI BTALLATZON INTOORIGINAL )C3WUIACTURD.S STEEL MIGHT SETS (OEM]@
DEICRIPTION 0F S10GN SET? OEM Sith & Wesson Model 629

SDATE. OF TXSTS::- B-06-91

CATIGORYs Shock

DISCSRPTXON O TISTS The objective of this testingprocedure is to evaluate our sealed source installationsinto- original sight net which are delivered on firearmsfrom. maJor. manufacturers. P-T "Bar Dot". sealed source' ' c onfiguration was installed into front and rear sight setof the Smith & Wesson 44 Magnum Model 629(Revolver). 1000rounds of factory loaded Winchester 240 grain JHP werefired in a continuous process. Pauses were facilitated to* reload.

'1ivSPCTION:
(A)- ADBRENCE - Positive(3) ZLLUXIMATZON - Positive(C) LENBING - Negative Effect,*
(D) BRALID RO•N CI DCLOURI/ ; Negative effect(D) SEASOU•R CICROO BIGHeg - tieeative Eeffct
(7),. SEALD SOURCE INTIGRITY VERZVICATION TEST.- Pass•~'.;••: ' .. . "•. . .
CONCLUSION8S Given the results of this test# we conclude.that the "Bar-Dot" configuration sealed source insertionsustained no detrimental.effects when installed into OEM:Smith & Wesson sights. The sealed sources withstood shock- forces during normal and beyond normal up to and includingexcessive usage. Normal is termed relative in accordance',.. with established standards and natural procedures i.e.natural or usual usage. Characteristic of.44 Magnums,severe recoil was displayed.

, -;. , ._ . . . . ,

p . : :..°••- • ...
4
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. . • , - . .:4- ' _ - . = . .- : , • . . . . - . • , . _ . . . ..,.,% . .•. r, - • .
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~'w O'roIy TESTING U BVLID SOURCEI NSTALLATIONS ZINTOORGZAL)ANUIACTUURnS STEEL NIGHT BETS (QIN~q
DESCIPTION 0710SIGN SETS ODI Smith.,&,Wesson Model-36-2
DATE 01 T1lT: 8-07-91 

.

',*,. :, Shoc . ?. , . :"/.:,:" •. .. .. K :.:

'aCATXGORY1 Shock

... "4.',, 
... ... . . 44.. . . .. •: . ... • . . . ,. . .

- ,• ;.',' " ".""-L ". -• : , ' 4 1 - ••",:;.',.
"-•. .1 " ,'- .. . °" "

DESCRIPTIO'. 0 .T.IT:'" The objective. 4, of this testing;procedure is to evaluate our sealed source installations-infto. original' eight not -which are delivered 'on firearmsufrom major manufacturers*" . P-T ."Bar Dot" sealed sourceconfiguration was installed into- front and rear sight seto0f -the Smith & Wesson Ladysmith e38 Special (Revolver)1000 --rounds -.of ,factory loaded Winchester 125 gran.silvertipl were f ired in a continuous process. Pauseswere, facilitated to reload.

'... .." ',: .... .XA I. P o s i t i ve" .: ., ".• .' ..
.. •.•. ,..?: ` D&T OR .TTX .. 8 "07-92 ENC OS RE -'N ga iv ef...fec.,t. • ". ..

•.•.. - D USIIION "ive the.. re|sul"tse obfethis'e t we oconc.lud' ein

1.44

-. 4•.. .. .... th,-.:_,• ,,•o e,~eno o "Blar-Do. t"hea~a confiuraton°U sealed, source inserti~ons
sutie ,no:. dermnarefcswen installed inon O£EM,-;:,mit A:.•.,. Wrn.asson, sinutse, Thersealed sou"Brce withstood shock-

-.4 . .• :.r 
e r 

ig',e

-,"forces du0..roundg norma an beoy.ondd .norm chespteo and incluinge•.•-• .ssL v u sag e Nemalt iv E e rot inuous p ro c s da use

(i) e. .. IR.ad s- natu. .. Negative Efec

:,y . , ' •'4 .: .. , .4 . ,. j4,
. .. .. 4 , . . ' ,... . . • .

; . - . . .. . ..
u, u a g , 

.

-1 14.~~~,

:'.;CO"C-U-,.'.. Given .he.results'.of 
this.test,"we concl.de

that"--(),e "BarZIkZI-Dt configation sealed sourc ineto

.•excess.•• 0)ive Ltusag~e. Noeg alv is£.€ temdrltvnacrac

::.:•: w.. .Sith &estalshen sgtandards saned natural procedures ihoe.

.•.natural,.or .usual. usage, '. -;.• - .

• ..:.,',.
t.: .Y -:• " ' 4 " * "
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*~TI IRTTP BRUNO1 SELE OURCE INSTALLATIONS INTOORIGXXIL XAUWACTURD.8 STill. SIGET BITS (OIMJ.

*. ,, ,~t.* ' .... - -"

DiSCRIPTIOX O 81=TGN BETs OEM Colt Model 1911

* .AT 0:- TI.T: 8-09-91 -

CATEGORY: Shock

SDIS CRIPTIOX 07. TilTt The objective of this testingr cedure isto evaluate our sealed source installationsinto; original might not which are delivered on f irearmsfrom major manufacturers. P-T "Bar Dot" sealed source
of the Colt Model 1911 .45 ACP semi-auto pistol. 1000.o,..-.onds of factory loaded Winchester 230 V.ain ball were-frdi acniuuspoei PauNse Were fa-AIlitated tor ladmagazines..

•- ,•,j•~~~~~~~~~~~~. . j.....L•--:.-... ',.:.'.. -,•.... .. , ..... .-..,. .1* -.•. ..

(BrAot cDZXNXonfiguain eldsoreineto

"- * (C. de. triment - whentive intae i

(D...,- ), ,..... ,,...- .ORC ,ML BU -Ne at v effec

:sets. The sealed sources withstood shockforcs duingnormal and beyond normal up to and including

td.• '. • , - .' .:. ,• , - . ... I ... .

excessive usageO TNormal is termed relative in accordancew:ith.., estobris-hod, standards and natural procedures i.e.naural auor usualusages.

1source

;•t ql l£[;' ]€nlrttnvnteale nofotad erSgt e-•,,•;>-,i'i.].]f h otMoe.91,5APsm-uopso. 
20

• .i:• .:':° , onsoAat• lae lletr20•t alwr
m:• o•'•'~A *••ie i otnuu rc~.Pue vr e'iltdt

• :j•,:: I'.,i rela d - - --g= n .,

• .•,...•...--• -.,.
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. ,.I OURCR ISTALLATIONE INTO
ORIGI L XAXU7ACTURn] M STEL SIGET SETS [OIXE]

C ESRI7ZOX OF.- SIGN5T BI OM ol Puaythonn
: .. ... '++ " -. m t

J A.o. .4- , • ',A

DXBcaIPXONz 07 'TESTs The objective of this' testing**procedure is to evaluate our sealed source installations
* 2'ii into original night not which- are delivered on firearms•fromaajor manufacturers. P-T "Bar Dot" sealed sourceS'y- conf iguration was installed -into front and rear sight got.of %the Colt Python eactory

•i••i• ,•1 • • L;,,",+". : .3.5 -. e o ve s " '0.r..-d 
o f

l&dade-d.•nchester 125 grain SJ'P were, tired -in a).continuouprocess* Pauses were facilitated to reload.

(' ., j..-'. ,X- BI M. ., - . . . , . .

.... DBORC INTOflECTIONI: 

TT -Pss

'.O I (A•G" the rP s utiv on

- that.t "(3) config o - nPositive " ., s. "

Y..':::, Co)t.,ý% The sealed sour-eos withtood. shc f re uin

-•<.,:- '.':(C) ;:* LEN1ING - Negative Effec'.""
C•;+- : D).•+ SEALED SOURCE ECLOSIESl - Negative effect"

,e xc e s s i v e I O.S• - N eg a tiv e E ffe c t ... .. . ..(+.::1).!• SEALED SOURCE ZITEGRIT VERIIICATION TESIT -. Pass..... o-, . .:...o K•:,-•~ ,• . & Q• •- . . •. . . . .. . ... .. t e t.w o n l d, . -;+ " .". - * ..O • I . . . . . .
-"+. CONCLUSIONS: Given the 'results"o thistsvecnld•+.+'.,. :that; the. "Bar-Dot.,. configuration sealed source _insertion---.- s.• ustained no detrimental effects when installed into ODI' .K.;'. ". Colt,.'.; The sealed sources withstood, shock forces during: .:•i.: "• ;:. ';"normal1 and beyond norm al_ uip to .and including
<. ,..excessive usage., Normal Astrued relative ,in accordance

, . with established standards and natural procedures i.e.natural-or usual usage.s - ,, .

V.4,

p 
Y t: 

" : : • • - . : ,.' • .• : " " . " "4 . " . -.

,* + • *" ' 4. I t . . - , ' . .
-. ,-" ' . " . . . : • .

AS

S . . ., . . .-..- . , :.

•I. -x,,:, .- . .-
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PROTTYPETISTING1 ' 1ln D BOURCS riKSTPLLRTXONS XNTo1.0ORIGINAL NIrUrACTuRIM STEEL DIGIT SETS J011(3
ZCRZPTION OF DIGIT gET1 OEH Baratta 921?

OFT 0 TIT: C,3-09-91

oANOY Shock',-.4-a

,,• CR"•.-oN 01 T"ST: The objective of this testing
proedreistoevluteour sealed source installations. nto -original sight -.set -Which are delivered on firearms

~ fro majr manufacturers. P-T "Bar Dot* sealed sourceconf itguration wasn installed into front and rear sight set. -.. of the Baretta Model 92F. 9mm- .emi.auto pistol, '000
rounds of factory loaded .Winchester 115 grain 73W werefired in a continuous process., asswr fclttdt

maga aines.;

• . •+,;,- . ,~ -. .. •

4 . .!', . . . . :_-- -,, 'v MI ;iI•• , T O l

INSFICTION1
- (A).:. A.DZXRXXCN Positive'

(3 LXTINUTZON -Positive.
(C) L5IboU - Negative Effect
(D).: DIALED SOURCE ENCLOSURU - Negative effect

(3~IRON DIGIT - Negative Ef fect ST-Ps(. ) SELED SOURC. INTGA ITi VUZIICATION T1•1 Pass

, 4- ,,. * .. 4'. . ... " . . ,, C. . -m.',. .. .. . 7 . • . . . ." .. - . t . .•~~... .......... Z• il • •~• g ....

''that the "Bar-Dot" _ configuration sealed source insertion
sustained no detrimental effects when installed into o.Kr'- tta sight sets. !. The sealed sources withstood shockforces during normal and beyond normal up to and incluaingexcesiv usa J4 Normal is termed relative in accordancewith established standards and* natural procedures i.e..natural or usual usage*,.

L.*Note* -This weapon is used extensively by Law Enforcement-"and is the official side-arm of the U. A.ilitarye,

r 
- .

,4. .... ,. ,,., .. . ... .-.. .. •- .- o,...,. ..-. .

.. ..
4... 
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did-

n IoTOMYP ?ISTING EWOUJTY

ff ?T sealed source Applications to Original Xanufacturers
Sight mats CoX3.

O rigiLn al, manufacturers sight met 'prototypes used for
~.V va'luation were as folloved: Smith A Wasson Model 4506,
Smith &,Wesson Model 1006, Smith & Wesson 59060 Smith &
_ayson." Model.- 4006, Smith. & Wesson Model .629, Smith &

~Wasson Model 36-2# Colt Model 1911# Colt Python R~evolver,
Deretta 92n:1.

Su-z,- ys a P-T sealed source applications in bar-Dot and

- . , 
...

3-dot configuration were applied to these common original
manufacturers sight sets$:,' Sight sets were subjected to a
'vriety of conditions both normal and extreme* Conditions
which were used best typify realities of actual exposure.
Extreme conditions were also subjected to sight sets in
order- to detect any weakness i the areaonf application of
sealed sources.' In no instance did sealed source inserts
ever become dislodged. f rom sight devices in accordance

..wit. o application to original manufacturers sights or
devices manufactured by Innovative Weaponry Ina,4........................

• ,_. • • . .'. ,'.• . : . . . .... •. • •.•" ••' 
•-. " • •, .. ;•; . . . - . . . .
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• g~ &P R- . . , ..

Dun -aDZ DcZ &CONS G2 "Bar-Dot( Lý/3-/x
~ ATI' 01O T18TV'6-26-9 8 -27-91 8 -28-91'

- .,,.. - - .- ,. . . - • . - , ... , - - a , • • , .. , . . . .

~ CATIGORT: Thermal 
:.~

4'*'• •'. :> . -.t .4 .'-.. ; .. ~ : 'a $. .:; .,,• .,)..,:• -,;•- .•7 . '

"D"SCRXPTZO• •0 TI.T .Sights were "placed in a insulatedCanister,,. Refrigerant R-502, (an azeotrope refrigerant'
Swhich is a mixture of 46.8 .,' . .

SR-22 (monochlorodif luorouethane)'and 51.2%
~ R11 (hlroentafluorean) ws introduced into,- Canister. At 14.7 lbs.. (Atmspheri- pressure) this:..-ar.;...refrigerants te.prature e..A.s -50 degrees •o Sights wereSsubjected to these cndit ons for a period of 8 hours,~ ;~Sights were allowed to graduate to room temperature

P hstest was re eated usin 1 ou 2 hour,' 3 hour and 4
;L hour contra 1 per od exposure.

f x - o S ... :a '! ~***

. . . . .-

~r' A), Adherence ' .Positive
'*1 (3) Illumination, - Positivel

'Qa(0. esn Negative effect .~ -~(D) Sealed source Rnolosures Negative effact*'(I) ZIon night - Negative effect,2 .. (1)sealed $ourae Integrity Verification Test Passed
'4. k,-. + a., .~

:CONCLU•IONSh Sight sets, sub cted to extreme coldtemperatures sustained no detrimental effects. Sight sets
were subjected to various duration control eriods with nodimitentoalleffects to sealed sources app ratuon,,(material. or iron sight housings,,We do not expect,:..-products to be exposed to conditions exceeding the controlýý,ýCf.i-50 degees F. According to ASHRAEh(American Society of""eaing, X Refrigeratingv.-and Air-Conditioning Engineers)tables of outsido design conditions te v

tablensn -th averagve ewei.....n,.te.r, ",

'.Dry'(ulb)teo perature for United States and Canada does notrange belowe-50 degrees To -If products are exo sed to~ conditions and-teipe ratures lower than CotrO1standardp'we would suspect that no detrimental effects would occur.

.a. A,
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PROT X TZ8TX C
~. ~ MO Z S 3 CRI1'LXON Ba - ~ g 3 D tN G f F

".i. -DATX 07 TXlT:.3-6 
-

1-. CATXGORT: Thermal Part X1
;".DEC:PT.O" .07' .I' 3" Prototypes might sets containingBarDotand 3-Dot inserts were placed into oven to ex~posethem to unusual heat range. for varying durations of t•me-.!J.Sigjht sets were allowed to cool and Initially inspected.subsequential inspections were conducted 24 hours later,

(A) Adherence -Positive
(9) xllunination.. Positive(C) Leasing - Negative Effect(D) Sealed Source Xnalosures g eaieEfc... (Z) Xron ight -. Negative Effet'.) seale• source X•_ .gritY Verification Test -.pass

. ,~ . .. . .. .. .I

.. o.Lu•• S,,:, Test temperatures ranged- ro. 150 degrees F.to 295 degrees F. These control temperatures depect beyondnormal exposures, There was absolutely n aaet naspect of the Prototype sight device. odmget n

Wit".

, .. . . . . ., _

.......................

' I P.... .D e S P o o y e s g t s t o

0
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. ODb, DZICRIZfp1Ou -"cD 3-dotJlock ar-Dock
S0.7, .TI 1'.'. 322-91.
-t -CATI-ORYI:' Chemical.

-DIICIZPTzON OF TIlT: Prototypa sights were subjected to,, chemical- solutions designated for firearm cleaning andm maintenance to determine the effects of these common*.:cleaning agents.,to sight device and to application ofsealed source inserts..

-XNSPXC..' ZNSXICZONs 
.~(A) Adherence - Positive

,ý.'A!, (a) Zllunitiol " Positiveel V (W) Leasing - Negative Effect(D) Sealed source Inolosures - Negative Effect(3)' Zon Might - Negative Effect(_s1)ealed Source Integrity Verification Test -Pass

-clanzoig-a lee•ntns Of'thG most common commercial firearm.clenin -agents yere introduced to sight devices. Theseagents include: Hopp5919, Outers Nitro Solvent,, WD-40, C-.+, Bore Cleaner, Break Free, Accubore, LPS Engine Degreaser,Oxph-Blueg Gun Scrubber# AmsOil. The average exposure to-~these -agents was aproiatly 0 minutes which exceedsnormal exposure, NO detrimental effect was -noted uponýinspection to the sight device, the sealed source insertsor any application procedures,

;... V * -!• ~~-* -,++: •_ +r-"+ "

I . . ,,4. + .

,• •;• (.' ,:'.-.• ,.+ ' .

; -. ' , , .-.
-. .

•..• .. .. ,,+•.;. .... •-. .
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,'t-J..RO T.. S--: . N-. " '", ,

X ODEL DnECRZIPTZO: Glbck Bar-Dotj- Gi;ock 3-Dot/OEM Sights
DATE OF TIlTs 2-22-91

~ ' CATIGOOIT Drop

DICRZPTIZON OF TIBTI- Prototype si'ght devices containing•..i i.sealed .source inserts and also applications of sealed- sources to original manufacturers sight nets were droppedfrom. varying distances of 3 feet to 10 feet to a hardconcrete surface. This test would depect a probable
accidental event. ' Drop test. was introduced to sight.-. i..dvces mounted and unmounted to firearms,

0•... . * " * ",5-., •.•,. -. 3 '

. A' 1 dherence - Positive -" -". (C) !lu ton - Positive
MY Lensing - Negative EffectM "ealed Source Knolosuxes Negative Effect" '.(3).on light - Negative Effect'
(7):. 8eal*, SOUrle• Zntegrity Verification •Test - Pass

CCLSOI.Sight device I design'would appear to shieldsealed source insert -from any exera direct blow orf orce 1theref ore sealed sources would not experience anydamage. The only damage which would occur would be to theexternal characteristics (corners and edges) of the sightdevice. No offeacts to~ the sealed sources or the bondingiof the sealed sources. *Subsequential inspections I weeklater. noted negative effect to integrity ot device.

3t -V -,

• ••. •,' -7 ' .4 -,' --. •• • ••': " " .' *.. " . . '• V - -

- -e

.-.k ., - • •• ..o •. . ,.:. , .. . ._: o .• . ... . . .• .. , , ,. ...- _.. . ,. , •. .€ , . .. .- ,-' , .. _
si " . - • . ' ' ,' .. &.', - , ' -• . •- . ' .. ' " . , '" . ' - , : ," . . - '.* . " "
I ... I. - . .,...-,. ; - . =• . . - . - -. ... . -,. .. - • • • ., . .. - . . ..

• . . ,• . . , . .•... . , , _. . .• .• . .. . . . ...-. .. . . .. . . ., • . - .. . . .
,I• 

. • , ,• ,.. .. .•..•. . .• • . • ;. . . . . ..

'.. 

.• ;. .... . •; • , . . ; .

.. ;, . ,, : . , - , .. .. . . . ..4.. . . . ., . . ; ( - .

SI-.,.•-. .1T,.•ISOl.Sh,,dve-elnvud per ose!•!"••-*3; seldsuc new rnen xenldrc l#.. '-.., ;$,i Aoj f eeoesae orcswudn•eprec n,• -. •}i!,•.;.; dnae.•heony anao h~h wul ocurvoldbe :oth

41
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I~ ~ ý.A A~

,KODf l Dz ic Zp ZOIj Clo ck 3- o / i u r B r D t"A•. s

NCY TempGORat ]rotm Acid Test {Common Hot Bluing Dolutiono

(11) Temperature eau0 e
iDmersion a 0 minute.. Reoves and alloy to cool. Clean, with Nrichloroettane an notef, .•. • .. .... - o e e t o s .- ; ..

adhe..- ,, Pitiv e
!(5) Illumination - Positiv•(C) Lensing - Slight surface discoloratIsn

(D) Sealed Sourco oinloeuoes - Negative ef et.- a (a)• Iro st eigt - sga.or metal erosion noted a e r"sr faealed Souron Integrity Veriioration ea exPais
d e.., .... o ... e s e a l e d s o u rc..e st ,P a s
CO-NCL.USe .... -- -[No-a blulign (black axie,) process is not
reco,••__•mmende 2•-U•U 5 minutes 6280 degrCees F.' Please,
noeald souese reqluremdels iare optimun wrnobtainingcuniormqu.• .. ality results I ..-To exceed these limits will' seeorel

tdamage tie stel sigh.t - Causin erosion of lel exteiorurfve i.eo surface itting deterioration D tof exter•..• .e~dgesl shallowing of_ t~road bearing surfaces and• aeneral
:•:' •. ' /'-. deterioration of lighter •However, Bealed sources and

1-..* ;:,..sealed source related applications were not affected by- ;.w',- extended time and temperature.- [Lansing showed a alight
•,• .•cloudy appearance. -Light butting with cotton cloth

*" removed " hazy" conditionjo. Please note: ;., Due t:o the .::
variation.-or bluing r ration procedures (sandblasting,4< .: buffing, sandingg 1 12h g and burnishing] we do notrecommend bluing process to finished sight product.-.. (BSee-Product User's Brochure). ... .;- .

;",, . ., -- .- I . ".'
,: 11,.

C 
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XODEL DEISCZIPT103h P-T Cal 1~-5/X16

'ATI OP TZOITEETUReprint of rld58t's (09-09-91)

t;,• ýe C M .• . <. , h . .. ck ..

,--;-•.•'.AR-15/ •.l semi-automatic rifle,. 2000 rounds of -factory•v '..loaded Winchester 55 gra n F• J cartridge-vera fired in a
Scontinuous. process. Pauses were facilitated to reloadk ammunition into magazines. The purpose of this test was.
to simulate normal to beyond normal firearm shooting andýinspect the integrity of sealed source applications.

(A) .... Positive . . . .TIDVXluiztln Positive ~ *..(C) Leasing Negative Ef ct
CD) 864ale4 Source EnclosUres - Negative Effect(1) Iron sight - Negative Effect.() 'fealed source integurity verif ication Test -Pass

4. M,. .

-. : We felt toeneed to increase theOnt of

th•a aiount o

tst -rounds fired due s to the fact that. this particular. irearmd isn used t. extensivelyn -.-by.... the United States:Government.and Lawro Enforcement we feel theme weapons maybe subjact to longer durations of sustained fire.
* Note*; This i•s". an.. extended evaluation of 'initialpototype might test. There wasno differentiation, etwean the sights that endured 10o rounds and the siaghtsthat. were subj ected. to 200rud.The 8IZY? showed no

Sadverse of fr -. i

effec•: .•e-£...•o•, . ts_;.- .
.: 

, ,. ,.+ •.. .

4.1 4, ,.-

_ 74.

. . ,4 • . -.

-+.+,+. +, ••;. "+.€.; .-... 
.•' - •• .+,••'".J

4.4 V ' '.: +.',...+• ,. •. .";.•. .".....•.
VI .'.- ' ,+..•... ... ' , .. ,-



A' -- : ... .FOTOTy I TSlTING

S ODIL DIcaZOl ! h P-T Colt AR-l5/M16I
t¶DATE OF TEST$ 3eri t of previous test (90-1

DESC D RIPTIONI'; O TElTS" Prototype has mounted onto Colt
S".R-L15/Mi6 semi-automatio rifle.' 1:000 rounds of factory

c.,loaded Winchester 55 grain 7w cartridges were fired in a; continuous process.; Pauses z were facilitated to reload
, ammunition into magazines. The purpose of this test wasto simulate normal to beyond normal firearm shooting and

Sinspoact the integrity of sealed source applications.
Ij•.. i• . -.. ,.• • .• . . . • . ... .... " " "

• _ ..* - • . • . . 1 -, . . '. . * . .. - o . . - .

".INS ICTIONI -.
F"i (A) dherence - Positive'

(B). lluzination - Positive -:t MC" Lensing - Negative Effect
MY) eale, d source Enclosures Negative Effect
(a).Zron sight - Negative If factU (1). faled Soure Zntegrity Verification Test Pass

. CO1CLUIZOwIa GIven'the results of this test, ve conclude;, 'that this- prototype sight set withstood shock forces
i'- incurred during normal and beyond normal up to andi-i , including excessive usaqe. 'Normal is termed relative in-- , accordance with established standards and naturalprocedures i.e. natural or usual usage*.

-*Note This is part one of a two part test.

••./..-. '

.,. ~ . . . . . . . • . • . , "-

*-r..;• - . ...- *"* ".4 , .••" " / • " . *.".. '"" : .

- . .- .-. -. :p

• v" "z" " " "" " • " " " " I " " " " " "

• .4•"



SP3tOTOT I a TiltI

30DIL DSCRZITZ'N:•-P-T Mockler & Koch..Ni.ht.ire"
• ''' . Th:• " , :I.,: , •-e , , , •. .. . . . .-

•f DATI OF TIMT: 2reprint of previous test (09-12-91)

CATIGOItIl Shock 0''.
i•,',,•,'•:.....; • .- "•....... .......... .....

DZSCaXtPTzO OF TUT:T Prototype vas mounted onto Heckler &* : Koch, OP-89 semi-automatic rifle. *-o1000 rounds of factoryl loaded Winchester 115 grain FXJ cartridges were fired in a
, continuous process*. Pauses were facilitated to reloadammunition into magazines. -The purpose of this test wasy'•: to esimulate normal to beyond normal firearm shooting and

t inspect the integrity of sealed source applications.
;.." • "• •, - . •- ... .,... Z;,,- CTZ. N:• ' ..... ., , -• . -' : .. . ';•"

(A) horeaoe -Positive eA+. ,(3'.X1l•'.ination - Positive

(C) LeasiLag - Negative Effect
.t:(D)' sealed source laclosures -"Negative Ef fectI () AIron Sight - Negative Zffect
1') lealed source Xategrity VoriflcatlonoTest Pass

1.1". 
..

;S.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ...o, , ... .. ...Y . . . . , . . . .. . .
CONCLUMXOXn- Given the results of this test- ye concludef that this prototype sight withstood shock forces incurred
during -•.normal and beyond normal up to and includingexcessive usage.: Normal is termed relative in accordancewith-established standards and natural procedures i.e.

. natural. or -usual. usage__.-
',,,• .*Note*.. This Is part one of a twopart test.

-X)

• V . "j..• *. ...

:}TO4,' .:.

... . , . , . , , . ..



A "..

& X ODELI DZSCRZPIOX3 P-T Heckler £' Koch "NightFire"

S ,DXTB OF: TlT seprint of previous test (09-12-91)

CATIMOR1 Shoak " .

• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ý .t v o• . .- ;. ... . .

I DNICMProMON 07 Z~ Prototypea was mounted onto Heckler
..and. Koch:. SP-9 semi-automatic. rifle, . 0

~(4f ~actory. loaded Winchester .115 grain 1WL cartridges were
fired in a Continuous process,. Pauses were facilitated toreload ammunition into magazines." The purpose or this

jii. test was ,to simulate hormal to beyond normal firearmJ ~~shooting- and inspect the -integrity of sealed source
>,-applications.ý

* 'IV 2~O~'`

.(A) Adherence Positive
A.. (B) ZiuiainaPositive
Io_ -(C) Lensing - Negative Effect:

(D) Seale4 Source Enclosures - Negative Effect
(1) Iron fight - Negative Effect
(1) Sealed Source Integrity Verifioation Test -Pass

~ oxCLtiSIONI: We felt then need to increase the amount of
test rounds fired due to, the fact that this particular
firearm is usd extensively -by the United States
Government and Law-Enforcement, we feel these weapons may
be subject to longer durations of sustained fire.:

:.*ote* thin is an extended evaluation' it initial prototy a
sight test. - There was no differentiation between R esights that endured 1000 rounds .and the sights that weresubjected to 2000 rounds. The ESMI shoved no adverse
of fectse...

PV. . .

•' ~ L:. • • . , . ., . , .• .. - : . ., . . , . . . . ,[ .• . •., ,: . - _ . . '.

,,.. , .*.•o . . .. • ..- . . . , .. •• . .;• , .. :, .... ,. . . .:•;:./ ,• : .

. . .: - , .,..5 .. . - . . - , . .. ' . , . . • . . - . . • . . . , : ' . . .. ,. •

• I - -. t ;o ,• . - ., ' . .. ,• -. ... .-- • . _" -. •• . ,.: .. • " ' .' ' ,-, .. - -:- :. • . . .. • .
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.... •.:i . -

~ ~ -*.. fOTOTYPI TESTXING

IODIL IOZBCILZPLZOS P-T Glock Steel 3-Dot ft la
TIVOY..TIT 1 " 0-06-91

iiTSORYIShock.

DisC0ZPTZON 07 T2UTt Prototype was mounted onto Glock 19#,x'-. 9M . l-auoonac pistol-1000 x rounds of factory loaded• Winchester. 115 grain FMJ cartridges were fired in a-*.-continuousi aroceas, Pauses were facilitated to reloadammunition into azines. , The purpose of this test was,,,to simulate normal to beyond normal firearm shooting and..•inspect the Integrity of sealed source applications.

INPCTZoxua
4. (A) Adherenoe - PositiveS(3) Zlluminatati F os it ive -(C) Lensing - Negative Effect
."" (D) 3eioae Source InlOSUres o Negative Effect(I) Iron night - Negative Effect-() Sealed Source 1anteqity .Veriflation Test - Pass

*= • - - !•... " • - • . .- .' a' " *;: 
-"• ;" 

" -'. .. '. ." " •-

CONCL..ZONSI Given the results of this test* we concludethat this prototype sight set with 03-Dot" sealed, sourceinnertN configuration withstood shock forces Incurredduring -':normal and beyond normal up to and includingexcessive usaqe, Normal is termed relative In accordance-- with. . i.-- establIsaed standards and natural procedures i.e.natural.or usual usage* .

.4r

'. -,I•• , . ."' . [# ' .. . .'
. . . i..-"'• " : ,' l* •", ' ' .. . . .' ' " , '"• " " ° ,•.

-4.

. '{ ,• . " .,. I

• ~..•.;d. . .... ,. ... ;;.•., .---. ,.... ...-. . ,: - ,,-.....1,-
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4 :..-'f,---- T.4. PROTOTTP TIlTING

XODIL DazsCIPIrON : P-T Clock'Steel Naar-Dot*
.. , DATI OF TZ TI 10-06-91

C" T IOO RT I Sh ock'. - -.. : , " . . . '

"DISCRIMON aOF TIT I Prototype was mounted'onto Clock 19,9301 Semi-Automatic pistol. 1000 rounds of factory loaded-Winchester 115 grain TMH cartridges were :fired in ac continuous .•process.. Pauses were facilitated to reload-, ammunition into magazines. The purpose of this teat wasto simulate normal to beyond normal firearm shooting and
inspect. the integrity of sealed source applications.

4 .- 44 ,-*..~ .'..--.. .. ... 4 .... * ..
-* •~t -.Y-++.-s-r - :.-• . . .... + • .- :-- • •

1~44~ --'4- -....- -. . ._-. :...-, ,

-(A) Adhrence- Positve• (3) Illumination - Positive -

(C) LennaLq - Negative Zffect.
- (D) Sealed souIre 3nalosures - Negative Effect.
"h -(3) Iron Eight - Negative Effect

* . "Se (1) Sealed sourse Integrity Verifioation Test - Pass
.. .4. . .4. . T..

.*- CLUSI1ONl8l Given the results of this test* we conclude• that this prototype sight snt with "Bar-Dot" sealed sourcei insert configuration withstood shock forces incurred
during normal and beyond normal up to z and -includingexcessive usages .N ormal is termed relative in accordance

' ;-' with- established standards and natural procedures i.e.
-, natural or usual usages
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FROTOTY 2 TESTING

Nýqv ODIL DESCRIPTION: 1-? Sig *Ultimate Combat" 3-Dot
N DATE OF TXS?3- 10-07-91

.CG& YS Shock'..

• DISCRZIT0 OF ?3S?: Prototype wa' mounted onto Sig-Sauer•,model; P-226# 9M- semi-automatic p stole 1000 rounds offnacor loaded Winchester 115 grain 1WJ cartridges werefired ia continuous process* Pauses wer, facilitated to~ eoa.ammunition into magazines. The purpose of thistest vas, to~ simulate normal to beyond normal firearmshooting -and inspect the integrity of sealed sourceSapplications..

(a) 21l•i•nation. - Positive..(C) Leasing - Negative Effect(D) sealed source Zuolosuresf; Negative Effect .
7 (3) Xrom sight - Negative Effect(1). sealed source Integrity Veritioation Tlest -Pass

• 

. .**... 
-...J* •"T,., •k 

.O7t 
S oc.. , i -"-

I'j- C NCLUNIONSI: Given' the 'results of this test# we conclude.. that this prototype sight set with a3-Dot" osaled sourceine-rt configuration withstood shock forces Incurredduring' normal... and beyond normal ., up to and includingexcessive usage. -.Normal is. termed relative In accordancewith- established -'standards and natural, procedures i.e.' natural or usual usage.
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PROTOTY TPI ZX

X ODE DZISCR• TIOX: P-T Clock Stoee1,3-DOtn oDATN OF TI•T 10-07-91

A•- cRT•OY Shock
LDZ|IS]UPTZON OF T]ISTS Pr-ototype val" mounted onto Clock 21pXV 45 -ACP seiatmtcpisto_.- 1. 000 ,rounds of factorloaded Winchester 230 grain ball cartridges vere fired ina.. continuous process* Pauses were facilitated to reload
ammunition into magazines. The purpose of this test wasto simulate normal to beyond normal firearm shooting andinspect the Integrity of sealed source applications.•~~~~.•..-- =,'•....-...:... ..-

(A) Adherence 0'Positive;;~.<

.ll ,iation - Positive,. -
S(C) Lensing - Noqative Ef fect~(D) Bealed BoUros Rnclosures -Negative Effect.(n) Zron eight N egative Effect(I'):Sealed source lategrity Verification Test *Pass

- Z • 
"b " ""4 •••••'-• . """;q

CO.CL. ) ZenS Given the results of t test# we conclude"that this prototype eight met with "3-Dot" sealed source*'.insert, contiyuration withstood shock forces incurreddu- ~ring normal n beyond normal. up to and includingexcessiveus"age,. Normal. itermed relative in accordance-standards and natural. procedures i.e.~ atural or usual usage*
S*Note* In this test. ye utilized a .*45 caliber weapon-,-: because of its roate deoas of recoil*- Extreme recoil hado (detrimental effect s g•- the eight sets
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PROTO. ". T T. . .T.<; .. .

MODEM DESCXIPIzONS P-T Big "Ultimate Combat" Bar-Dot
DAT &TOF TIlT: 10-07-91

....... ......................., ........-.-............. •.•. --.. .. .- ,. . .. ,.

I DZSCRIPTIO 0IO TEST Prototype ia•s ounted onto tig-Sauer
30odel Pi-226t 9M4 seai-automatia pistole 1000 rounds off actoryn loaded Winchester 115 grain 73(7 cartridges were
fired Oa continuous process.oue ses were facilitated too -
reload am-unition into magazines, The purpose onthis•fL.. test vwa to simulate normal to beyond normal firearm
shooting and inspect rthe integrity of sealed source

(a) d oherence - Positive *..:

: (3) Illumination - Positive ' .
, (C) Leasing - Negative Effefct

(D) sealed source Enclosures - Negative Effect
(3) Iron fight - Negative Effect,.. (1) sealed source Integrity Verifloatlon Test - Pass• •u • • ,..,:_ ... .. *.. . . .

CONCLUSIONS: Given the results of' this test# ve concludethat this prototype sight set with *Bar-Dot" sealed source
insert, configuration withstood shock forces incurred.,, during- normas and beyond normal up to and including

1.-"-" excessive usage. Normal is termed relative in accordancewith established standards and natural procedures i.e.
natural or usual usage. ., .. .
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F"OTO S Y..,STXN@•..",

KXODI DISCUPTITONS P-T Big "Ultimate Combat" 3-Dot
DRTI 0r SITS 10-00841

•, -•',~~~~~~. ... .. . .. ... ... . .• . . ', -..- ...

rADI~SCRazzOX OF" UT:T -Prototype was mounted onto Sig-sauermfodel P-220j, 45 ACP semi-automatic pistol. 1000 rounds ofSfactor loaded Winchester 230 grain ball cartridges werefird na continuous process* Pauses were facilitated to*reload ammunition Into magazines. The purpose of thistest was to simulate normal to beyond normal firearmshooting "and inspect., the integrity .. of sealed sourceapplications.:.-

r N31ZCTION1
(A) Adherenoce Positive
(2) Illuminat~ion - Positive
(C)'Lensing - Negative Effect(D) Sealed Source Raolosures -Negative Effect

'~(N) Iron fight - Negtiv Effect
'~-~ ( S ealed Source Integrity Verification Test -Pass.

-' ~~~~. .. . ........•:•........ "• .:-"....... '" : .• ' '--. ,' ." . ."•,

Co~LUBIOX21 Given thelr'eoults of this test* we concludethat this prototype sight set with 03-Dot" sealed sourceinsert. configuration withstood shock forces incurredduring normal and beyond normal up to and includingexcessive usages.-.Normal is termed relative in accordancewith, established standards and natural procedures i.e.natural or usual usage.*Note*- In this test we utilized a ,45 caliber weaponbecause of its great degree of recoil* Extreme recoil hadno detrimental effects to the sight sets:
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PROOTTWI TISTING

, ODIL DZlCX'PTION: P-T Big "Ultimate Combat" Bar-Dot
'•.=:IT IO7 TZST8 10-08-91 . ..- "' -

.-. TZQO0118 Shock ". .. ... ""

•.DZ.SRXPTIX OF TRS•s Prototp was' nounted ont:o Big-Sauer
model P-220# 45 ACP semi-automatic pistol, 1000 rounds of

facto loaded Winchester 230 grain ball cartridges were
1 .-, ,.4," ired in a continuous process. Pauses were facilitated to,;V.... reload ammunition into magazines. The purpose of this

test ,was to simulate normal to beyond normal firearm"g", shootin? and inspect the integrity of sealed source
applica ions..

'-."5- -:••• •..- .. . . '. :

(A) adherence -Positive
.,. ()Illuination Positive

(C).. Lenng - Negative Effect
(D) Sealed Source Rnclosures Negative Effect
(3) Iron light - Negative Effect
(1) Seoal*d Source Integrity Morif Loation Toat - Pass

- eOxciLUvOeI Given the omliults of thel testi , ie conclude•,=:'.that: this prototype eight: set: with "Ba -Dot:" sealed source
=-;.4;:•2..insert :. onf iguratilon . withst~ood -shock '-•- forces incurred
•i."*.;i•during,• norm•al .and. beyond. normal1 up . t~o and ilncludiLng
•••••excessive usage*., Normal is termed relative in accordance

with establisbed standards and natural procedures i.e.
natural or usual usage.
*Note* Zn this test we utilized a .45 caliber eaponbecause of its great degree of recoil. Extreme recoil had
no detrimental effects to the sight set.

.; ,,. - . ..- I ..

y
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4~n m PRTTP ZSTZNG

• .,. . --...... ... . . .

- MOD]I D CCRZPTzIO~s P-T Colt 1911/2000 03-Dot".

. TI OF TirTt:.- 10-09-91..
,• CLTGORY I ock .ý - . -

'DZSCLrZPTXON OF TISTS .Prototype Vran mounted onto Colt1911 4 45 ACP sesmi-automatic p istol 1000 rounds of41O.A""' fired a continuous process. Pauses were facilitated to
reload ammunition into magazines. The purpose of this'test van to simulate normal to beyond normal firearmshooting and inspect the integritye o pf sealed source
applications.

(A) adherenoc Positive
I3 llumination - Positive

(C) Lensing -Negative Effect"
(D), •ealed source rnolosue. -" Negative Effect:(I) Iron fight - Negative Effect
(1) sealed source integrity Verification Test *Pass

wi th . est b is - ostaa

COM"LE•ox: Givnth reut o, thstsw.oc~d
insertC configu-Naration withsod shc orecncreduringD neaormalou ani beyond noma upatv Ete nd icldn:.;; excessive usage. Normal/ i~s tre eaie nacrac

,natural or usual usagee-..4 -Note*-.. In this test we utilized 'a $45 caliber wea on
because of its great degree of recoil. Extreme recoil ad

4 ' 4** ."i

,: no= dermntal effectsotote sight set .lJ 3Dt•sae n•

,,• oo

.J. *; uzg os•a• eodhea pt n nldn
, x1s•euae_•nm s el•rltv nacrac
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XODL DSOIPTZNI P-T Cot1911/2000 "Bar-Dot".-'*K • . .
.....OATS OF TEST: 100I9 9

CATEGORTS ShoCk. .
DR-'*TIS- .S. , ...-.- i.- 0.,,• t.,.-.OF Prototype .as mounted onto colt1911. 45 ACP.K semi-automatic pistol., oorons o~ ~ factory loaded Winchester 20grain ball cartridge. werev ;'.fired in a continuous process, Pauses were facilitated toreload, ammunition into magazines. Thepuoeoftitetwa osimulate normal to beyond normal firearmshooting and inspect: the integrity ofseld orc

= '.. . .. ,,,•. .-.4 .. '.! .., .. ...

1..ý (A) Adherence *Positive(2) Mllmination - positive.
C)Lensibg - Negative EffectD f•ealed source ]Eclosures - Negative EffectM3 Iron Bight - Negative Effect(-) fealed. source ",te-rity Verification Test p- ass

.....- ZXM" Gie tereut

-,thatotiv• tohye rsguls 'of this test, we concludethat• tis .rototy.e -siht gst with "lar-Dot" sealed sourceinsert Confi, .u tion. withstood Shock forces incurredurig nrma&l and ,ubeyond normal up to and includingexcessive usaqe.! Normal is termed relative in accordanceWith establishied standards. and natural. procedures i~e.natural or usual Usage., 
..*Note* In this test we Utillied 'a' .45 caliber weaponK because of its groat degree of recoil* Extreme recoil had-no detrimental effects to the sight set..... .. . ...
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- 'DAT. OF TUTI, 08-03-91

•R4ington# model 1100 semi-autoati shot. u @ . 750 rou• d
Sof ,f actory loaded Winchester ,12 gauge 00 - Buckshot were.fired in a Continuous process. Pauses were facilitated toro rload ammunition into magazine tubes* The. purpose ofS this test was to simulate norsal to beyond normal firearmshooting and. inspect the integrity of sealed source'. .,applica-ions. . -

0..

q(A) Adherence -Positive

Mc .......

S(3W_ . +Iu I:"aiven t ostesto. 
..

thatX•POI_• thin prot type sh withso•.od~! shoc fi orcesd i ncurred

(C) -Learnon al and -eynd-normal o ao n. IneaieEnfeexces seal louae WNoralhe is te gative reffeictiaorare
wi') th-esleso ed In d eni ntius ratural. pesoesdPas i e e*

Ci} eoUC aUIZ niGivn _toe resurltso tuhis -thet.w ~onclude
A ' dur I• ingtI•V aal normal ano beyond normral pt n nludi~ng

• with, _, establishedotandard.slnpe• e andnaturalY: proedures ioure.

natural, or usual- usage. -Recoil .experienced in this testprocedure was rated at extz~em. 
.
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i.P.

1-?aehined steel Night light lets$

P_ 4: Heckler &'Koch "NIGHTYIRE"o

* ' ..- A. : •1

GlocIk "steel"d ar-Dot x- :
44lok"Steel" 3--Dot $T

-. .,.- ...*.

1• .C" Sa. .- D

Colt.1999/2000 3-Dot . *. ., ..

Shotgun ONICHTLI•G , -. - ... :- .- ,

* ; . .- . ., . , - . - -... .... .:• . .. . - .- ,• , • . . . : :• '; . - - I • ..- . . " . .

These particular machined steel#' sealed source
>7 ontained, sight sets weesubjected to' a variety of

conditions both normal and extreme,. Conditions wihich were

• £.... ,.• .. . .. *. . , . . . . .• -.. •. . .• -. , . .o' , .-. •. . •• . . .

used •best typify' realities of actual exposure. Also

- 4I4- .I . ". 4 " 5.c , . . . . .. . . .. .

extreme condition' ere subjected to pooyesgtst

-aI,• a~c weee prttp sigh sets::•? .: :.:: •,

.. . . . ."in- order.aa. to detect" any. vak-eu in any area of

.- • • • • : , " ' •: • • .- .. - . .. . .. .. .. .. .• : .. .:• • .. / . . .. .. ._ .. .

.- ppl• catLon. These devices were taken to the threshold and

beyondt in.. testing.; The'itegrity ot the design and

Sconstruiction of the sight set devices* the application and

.4..nd...In. of te eae'5u Io. th siht an the

'~~oerall1 proceduresý- associated with this- product
eelifies the-highest of quality.""
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Appendix 11

Standard Requirements for Tritium Illuminated
Gun Sights Containing Tritium Gas

Sealed in Glass Vials

1 PURPOSE

To set minimum performance requirements for gun sights containing tritium gas in glass vials for the
purpose of producing light.

2 APPLICABILITY

*AI1 tritium illuminated gun sights registered after the date of this document are required to adhere to
the requjments of this document.

* IF, re, all tritium illuminated gun sights licensed, after the date of this document, for.manufacture or distribution, are required to adhere to the requirements of this document.

New gun sights which can be shown, by engineering evaluation, to meet these criteria, because ofsimilarity in design and assembly to gun sights passing this criteria, need not be subject to the
prototype testing described in this document.

3 REQUIREMENTS
An applicant for a license to manufacture, process, or distribute gun sights containing tritium gas in
vials for the purpose of producing light shall submit the information required in 10 CFR 32.22. The
labeling requirements and prototype testing procedures in this document are considered sufficient to
meet the requirements described in 10 CFR 32.22(a)(2)(x) and 32.22(a)(2)(xi), respectively.

3.1 DESIGN

Each gun sight is required to be designed so that:

3.1.1 In normal use and disposal of a single gun sight, it is unlikely the external radiation dose in any
one year, or the dose commitment resulting from the intake of radioactive material in any one
year, to a suitable sample of the group of individuals expected to be most highly exposed to
radiation or radioactive material from the gun sight will exceed the dose to the appropriate
organ as specified in Column I of Table 1.

3.1.2 In normal handling and storage of the quantities of gun sights likely to accumulate in one
location during marketing, distribution, installation, and servicing of the gun sights, it is
unlikely that the external radiation dose in any one year, or the dose commitment resulting
from the intake of radioactive material in any one year, to a suitable sample of the group of
individuals expected to be most highly exposed to radiation or radioactive material from the
gun sight will exceed the dose to the appropriate organ as specified in Column II of Table 1.

3.1.3 It is unlikely that there will be a significant reduction in the effectiveness of the containment,
shielding, or other safety features of the gun sight from wear and abuse likely to occur in
normal handling and use of the gun sight during its useful life.

3.1.4 In use and disposal of a single gun sight, or in handling and storage of the quantities of gun
sights likely to accumulate in one location during marketing, distribution, installation, and

Appendix 11 1 NUREG- 1562
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servicing of the gun sight, the probability is low that the containment, shielding, cr other safety
features of the gun sight would fail under such circumstances that a person would receive an
external radiation dose or dose commitment in excess of the dose to the appropriate organ in
Column III of Table 1, and the probability is negligible that a person would receive an external
radiation dose or dose commitment in excess of the dose to the appropriate organz in Column
IV of Table 1.

TABLE I

Col. I CoL. CoL M CoL IV
Part of Body (rem) (rem) (rem) (rem)

Whole body; head and trunk; active 0.001 0.01 0.5 15
blood-forming organs; gonads; or
lens of eye

Hands and forearms; feet and ankles; 0.015 0.15 7.5 200
localized areas of skin averaged
over areas no larger than 1 square
centimeter

Other organs 0.003 0.03 1.5 50

3.1.5 It is engraved with H3 and the name, registered trademark, or license number of the
manufacturer, processor, producer, or initial transferor of the gun sight.

The gun sight may be labeled using paint or a durable metal foil label. However, the applicant
must provide adequate information that the labeling will remain legible after being subject to
the prototype testing described in this document.

3.2 PROTOTYPE TESTING

At least five (5) gun sights of each model are to be subject to each of the tests described below. The
same gun sight is to be used for each test. Order of the testing is not significant. Between each test the
gun sights are to be visually inspected to ensure there have been no detrimental effects to the gun
sights. The gun sights must not become loosened or detached from the guns (tests 3.2.7 & 3.2.8) and
the light sources must not become loosened or detached from the gun sights as a result of any of the
tests. Once all tests are completed, the gun sights are to be subject to the evaluation in section 3.2.9.

3.2.1 CHEMICAL

The gun sight is to be immersed for 48 hours at room temperature in each of the following:

" gun oil

" trichloroethane

" cleaning compound according to MIL-C-372B

NUREG-1562 2 Appendix-11



3.22 TEMPERATURE

High Temperature: The temperature of the gun sight is to be raised from ambient to 120'C and held at
this temperature for one hour.

Low Tei•perature: The temperature of the gun sight is to be lowered from ambient to -46°C and held
at this temperature for 48 hours.

Relative Humidity: The gun sight is to be placed in an environment of 100% relative humidity and a
temperature of 42°C and held in this environment for 48 hours.

3.2.3 TEMPERATURE SHOCK

The gun sight is to be heated to 80C and held at this temperature for 15 minutes. The gun sight
is to be transferred, within 15 seconds, to a cold chamber having a temperature of -46°C and
held in this chamber for 15 minutes. If water is used as the cold chamber, it is to be flowing at a

• ,of at least 10 times the gun sight volume per minute. If the water is stationary, the water]-r -m1 e is to be at least 20 times the volume of the gun sight.

3.2.4 VIBRATION

The gun sight is to be subject to simple harmonic motion having an amplitude of 0.075 cm.
The vibration cycle is to go from 10 Hz to 50 Hz and back again in approximately one (1)
minute. This is to be carried out for 10 cycles. Afterwards, the gun sight is to be subject to 30
minutes of vibration at resonance frequency.

This test is to be carried out in each of the three principal axes of the gun sight.

3.2.5 PRESSURE

The gun sight is to be placed in a test chamber and exposed to 0.25 and 2.0 bars for four (4)
periods of 15 minutes each, the pressure being returned to atmosphere between each period.

3.2.6 PENETRATION

A hammer with a small point and weighing 10 g is to be dropped from a height of one (1)
meter onto the exposed surface of the light source.

03.2.7 MECHANICAL SHOCK

This test is to be performed with the gun sight attached to the gun which would have the most
detrimental effects on the gun sight.

The gun is to be dropped from two (2) meters onto a hard surface (at least I" thick 85
durometer rubber backed by concrete). The gun is to be dropped 60 times in such a manner
that it strikes the surface ten times in each of the following attitudes:

a. Barrel vertical, muzzle down.

b. Barrel vertical, muzzle up.

c. Barrel horizontal, bottom up.

d. Barrel horizontal, bottom down.

e. Barrel horizontal, left side up.
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f. Barrel horizontal, right side up.

3.2.8 FIRING

This test is to be performed with the gun sight attached to the gun which would have the most
detrimental effects on the gun sight. The gun is to sequentially fire 5000 rounds of ammunition
with lapses only sufficient to allow reloading (only one of each model site needs to be
subjected to the firing test).

3.2.9 EVALUATION

After each test the gun sight is to be immersed in water for 24 hours at ambient temperature.
The volume of the water is to be about equal to 10 times that of the volume of the gun sight.
After the gun sight is removed, the activity of the solution is to be measured. The activity of the
solution is to be less than or equal 50 nanocuries.
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2. American National Standards Institute, American National Standard N540; Classification of
Radioactive Self-Luminous Light Sources (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1976)
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4. DIN, Sealed Radioactive Sources, Requirements and Classifications, DIN No. 25426 (Germany)

5. Fabrique Nationale Herstal S.A., Branche Defense Et Securite Procurement Quality Specification
No. 390.700.501/1 Sights, Night Use (Belgium)
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